Anglo Saxons Can't communicate
I, THE AUTHOR , AT LEFT , AGED NINE , WAS DETERMINED TO BREAK THE LACK - OF - TALKING - CYCLE
FROM ONE OF THE MOST REMOTE AND ( NON TALKING ) PARTS OF THE B RITISH E MPIRE . M Y
BROTHER P AUL IS ALSO PICTURED .

It seems that many of us Anglo Saxons are happy to die with all our jobs up to date, but
in no way knowing very much of our genes or family tree.
A huge body of knowledge and experience will therefore never be shared around for
notionally English people.
Many will say: “who cares.”
In Australia, high suicide rates of Anglo Saxon youths accompany this lack of extended
family. I further have discovered that Anglo Saxon commication skills are about
equivalent to those of furry penguins.
Can anything be done to remedy this? Read on, or just buy the book when it comes out.

Preface
(an appeal to all non-English folk who like talking)

Can you please assist us stiff-upper-lip folk to discover and value our extended families.
While you are at it, we need your help to see a meal as more than an impediment to our
busy programs, and to string a meal out for several hours, during which time we need to
stop thinking about protocol and building monuments and find out what is in the hearts
of our friends and family. We need to learn to talk for pleasure and stop banging on
about procedural matters and infrastructure creation.
While you ethnic minorities are at it, can you please help us find our talking gene so that
improved relationships might discourage some of our youth suicides and prevent some
of us from getting plonked into aged care facilities when we become an impediment in
the infrastructure we helped to create.
So what does making a meal last for two hours have to do with alleviating depression,
longevity, crook national symbols and the exportation of convicts to Australia and the
USA? Believe it or not, I can connect all of this by way of a Talking Gene and give some
laughs, cartoons, insightful quotes and funny relationship stories along the way. You will
never again feel the same way about family trees, bureaucrats or ethnic minorities. You
owe it to your talking gene to read this.
John@sanderson-media.com

(This writing remains the property of John D Sanderson, Sanderson Media,
Springwood, Brisbane, Queensland, Aust, 4127)
All rights reserved. Without limiting the rights under copyright reserved above, no part
of this publication may be reproduced, stored in or introduced into a retrieval system,
or transmitted, in any form or by any means (electronic, mechanical, photocopying,
recording or otherwise), without the prior written permission of both the copyright
owner and the publisher of this book.
A big thankyou to my son Peter who made time to draw the cartoons when he was
aged 13, and for being as crazy as a wombat. Thankyou also to my beautiful wife for
teaching me to sit still long enough to make a meal last for two hours.
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Chapter 1
A NGLO S AXONS NEED YOUR HELP
Many years ago Aussies talked quite a bit. I know that because my parents told me
about their parents and friends stopping their chugging, dusty old cars with their
wooden spoked wheels on pot-holed roads, simply to connect with another human.
In the 1930’s in Central Burnett, Queensland, where my forebears grew up and
Grandfather Albert lived, you would have to be a snob to not value a fellow human on a
country road.
While drooling dogs protruded from canvas windows, and lively loquacious crows
consorted in nearby trees, the conversation fairly flowed.
It went something like this:

“How’re you doing Albert. You wouldn’t believe my crop of pumpkins? Here, I’ll give you
some.”
“Sure thing George and you must try this pawpaw (papaya), and my wife’s home made
chutney. We use pie melons, house bricks and bits of car tyre. Boil like crazy and it turns
into chutney, jam, or something in between.”

Here we have two humans on a bush road, simply connecting, because it was almost
compulsory back then.
In the twenties and thirties, only a misguided upperty boffin would drive past another
human being, without stopping, or waving cheerily.
In what we call the bush, some people still wave to each other, a relic from an era of
superior communication skills.
National, ethnic and genetic traits however can impact strongly on this desire or ability
to connect. For a moment lets all feel positive. The advent of television and computers
has destroyed much conversation for the sheer love of talking.
Ok you’ve felt good for long enough. I checked out most of the world’s male youth
suicide figures and saw a worrying sign. The ten countries with the lowest percentages,
all speak a Mediterranean or a Sth American language.

Despite craving a time when anyone was allowed to talk to anyone else, on reaching my
forties it occurred to me in total shock, that most of my Anglo-Saxon family tree did not
visit one another or know each other.
Further, the location and traits of each cousin, was a total mystery to most, if not to all.
Cousins, uncles, and nieces were born, raised, married and died with no one knowing
anyone or gaining anything from anyone.
I began asking other notionally English friends if they regularly connected with siblings,
uncles, cousins, aunts, and suddenly I realised I was onto a big disconnection that ran
along ethnic lines.
Apart from a rare exception, most of my family tree had a good working knowledge of
almost no relative.
C AN I ASK ABOUT YOUR RELATIVES ?
“Where do they live,….do they have traits like you……where do they get their
characteristics and might knowing this have helped make rational decisions about what
should be pursued and what you might like to delete from your character-bank?”
In my research, I blurted out question after question to dozens of sons and daughters of
the
Anglo
Saxon
empire.
Siblings were known to leave home and never connect, cousins never met, nephews
were never seen and some would offer big dollars to know why.
Others fixed the problem by painstaking research, collecting forgotten, lost, bits of
family trees and crests, as if it would suffice for being emotionally bereft, and for lacking
relationship tools and connectability.
How do we get to know reluctant families and thus embellish or change personality
cycles that might have blessed or dogged some genetic foliage for centuries?
I was starting to sound a bit loopy.
Had I been in touch with strong drink? Was it mid-life crisis?
It was a strange case and I was going to crack it.
. *******************************

Chapter 2
Trying to break the cycle
A couple of years back, aged 44, I tried for the very first time to get my Anglo Saxon
relatives together for a reunion. I knew I had to do it because up to that point I had
enjoyed 21 years of happy marriage to a Greek princess. Her siblings, extended family
and their inlaws were a pleasure to be around and we’d had so many good times and
reunions that I’d lost count.
But first let me tell you a little of my background so you’ll see why I set out on the trail
of the talking gene.
I was a farm child who watched while siblings and relatives achieved greatly, but I
preferred to write songs and sing them for cows, calves, pigs, chickens and my horse,
later foisting them on humans that I met outside my dairy farm home. Unbeknown to
myself I had a burning desire to learn something about everyone and an insatiable
passion for connectability.
I selected my parents 50th wedding anniversary to try to “ethnicise” my family and
discover the talking gene.

We wanted to invite some aunts and uncles but surprisingly my parents objected. The
exciting weekend arrived but it turned to gloom when a relative accused my children
(half Greek) of being very strange because they wanted to sit for hours and chat with
their Aussie cousins.
However all was to be salvaged when we sat down to an outdoor feast with country air,
scenic mountain ranges and birds singing in overhead trees.
The Anglo Saxons took 20 minutes to eat, stretch and move on to infrastructure
adjustments on the farm.
I called after them: “Hey lets talk about how the old folk met and their recipe for a
happy life. We must have questions and they must have stories to tell us,” I blurted out
in desperation.
They said the farm work was more important.
They didn’t visit the farm often and there were jobs to do.
It wasn’t to be.
D ON ’ T HAVE A BREAKDOWN , JUST WRITE IT DOWN
I had the choice of having a nervous breakdown or writing a book on the talking gene.
So I designed it to help Anglo Saxons do their own family tree analysis, salvage what
they can and laugh rather than cry about any lack of connectability or talking gene they
might discover.
I grew up without access to television or documentaries that might have taught me
there were migrant families in the world. I had yet to learn there existed more exciting
food, better conversation skills and better family values, but I had to reach my 20’s
before I discovered it.
However the best thing this little dairy farmer’s son ever did was marry a Greek
Cypriotwho likes to talk and talk and talk, while cooking spicy food.

This quest led me to a startling discovery that shiny junk does not improve relationships,
something many notionally English and Westernised folk have not yet worked out.
I would like to go further and say that if I died with heaps of shiny junk, almost no one
would say, “yep that John sure neglected his friends but he drove a great car and had a
lot of pretty stuff, for which we love him dearly. And just watch our glee because we’re
about to divide it all up and share it amongst ourselves.”
A fixation with junk is not just an Anglo Saxon thing because all races have this malaise.
However the saving feature for many non-Anglo-Saxons is that they have the talking
gene, and they know how to put extended family to good use.
F IXATED BY RULES AND PROCEDURAL TALK
This brings me to my other great discovery.
The more shiny junk we have, the more likely our conversations will dwell on procedural
matters rather than relationship building subjects. In my experience, no one is
remembered for procedural tidiness, or shiny junk, but rather for the quality
relationships that they painstakingly cultivate over many years.

It might irk westernised folk to be told by one of their own that custodians of the English
language seldom sit still long enough to cultivate great relationships, let alone to do the
homework on the nuts and bolts of such things of wonder. But we’re such achievers,
bragging about it and putting up monuments to our achievements, that we don’t have
the time for relationships.
Right up front can I report that the two most contented peoples in the world are
amongst the poorest. Reported by the BBC on October 2, 2003, Nigeria has the highest
percentage of happy people followed by Mexico, Venezuela, El Salvador and Puerto
Rico. Being dirt poor has not changed their strong family values, good relationships or
the fact that they have been better at talking than accumulating junk.
Lets contrast it with a more well-off country that speaks English. On May 14th,
Brisbane’s Sunday Mail reported a British survey of 2000 families had discovered 20%
never sat down to a meal together. It was in 2005 that this report came out, further
admitting that 1200 of those families never sat down to a meal together. Lets suppose
the figure is much higher, basically because quite a few didn’t want to admit to such a
strange thing. Project this across the world in notionally Anglon saxon households and
what have you got? Generations of people who don’t value relationships.
Before I get called some really bad names can I suggest that you wait for chapter 25
which deals with suicide rates for male youths of my nationality. I hope the chapters in
between will give you a clue as to why notionally English suicide figures are much higher
than those who we call ethnic minorities.
T HIS WAS OUR OLD FARMHOUSE WHERE THE CATTLE WERE SO FRIENDLY THEY SEEMED TO WANT
TO SIT DOWN AND TALK . T HEY MAY HAVE BEEN TRYING TO TELL US SOMETHING ABOUT
RELATIONSHIPS .

I am a fifth generation Aussie-Anglo Saxon, so let me tell you how I came up with these
provocative ideas. As I mentioned, I am basically a nattering chattering Aussie with a
fairly quiet family, who was blessed with marrying a Cypriot.
For the sake of tidiness can I establish some useful definitions.
Connectability, from now on, will refer to the ability of people to genuinely interact with
fellow humans, without ulterior motive, and in a mutually beneficial manner.
Looking at your character bank will mean that you inspect your family tree to see where
your traits came from and then you can work out if you should change your personality
or leave things as are.
Writers are allowed to invent words and concepts. I do it all the time. You might have
noticed a few paragraphs back that I had the crows squirkeling in the gum trees. I broke
all the rules of our English language but it felt great. You should try it.
T ALKING FOR PLEASURE
Connectable people with the “talking gene” have the “human touch.” They are folk that
can regularly reach into their hearts and find something to share, when there isn’t
money involved. People with connectability can interrupt their building of monuments
for any amount of conversation. These people are constantly enriched. They are rarely
ever bored.

The desire to communicate can usually be traced to all, or an obscure bit of your family
tree.
The words, “family values,” “extended family” and “family communication” are fast
becoming pointless due to overuse and junk collecting.
In an age of supposed communication overload, it is not unusual for westernized people
to be disconnected from their family trees with seemingly hopeless prospects.
STUCK WITH DISCONNECTED RELATIVES ?

If you are stuck with disconnected relatives, you have probably noticed that all their
lessons in life are not being shared around. Despite our modern communications and
technology, the knowledge sharing, and technical and emotional benefit from having
relatives like this is zip, zilch, zero, jack squat.
I can already hear the complaints:
“Hang on, haven’t we moved on to the stage where what we need is all in books, in
libraries, plus on the internet and on computer programs. This is the glorious
information age.”
If this is true, then on the count of three, everyone hug your books, computers and your
favourite cable channel because many of us probably have a better relationship with
those things than with our family members with which we only share procedural
matters. I had to say that because this is a book on talking and relationships.
T ERMINAL RELATIONSHIPS
This illustrates my point:
Queensland’s Sunday Mail, on February 29, 2004, carried the news item about a British
survey where one in five youngsters said that time at their computer keyboards made
them happier than that (spent) with family or friends. Forty-four percent called their
computer a trusted friend while 60% were extremely fond of it. Some believe the
machine has a personality and pine for it when they have to switch the computers,
phones or tablets off. For some the bond with their computer is so strong that it
threatens other relationships.
I don’t know the size of the survey and lets not get picky with the English either. Could
this highlight a dearth of the talking gene in Westernised countries?

O NLY PROCEDURAL TALK
Some races, like Australian Aborigines, managed to communicate their culture to
subsequent generations for thousands of years, until the modern style of meaningless
procedural communication caught up with them.
For Westernised folk, the communication-opt-out-clause is as simple as walking out to
the mailbox, picking up a bundle of junk mail, and working much harder and talking
even less to our family while we accumulate this junk.
Some victims of this disconnection might be prepared to trade piles of junk for the thrill
of accumulating the skills, ideas and feedback from many relatives.
That is a great idea but if you are disconnected from your family tree then what can be
done?
There is good news for you my friend because you can connect with someone else’s
family tree, while waiting for your own defoliated thingo to wake up to the talking gene.
Connectability should be an art that leaves you enthralled and never bored.
Conversation-based relationships are less strenuous than golf lessons, cheaper than
tickets to the opera or football games and it puts the icing on a holiday that might
otherwise be a boring collection of clichéd souvenirs and snapshots.
By the time your blood relatives catch on, you will be uniquely qualified to be of
irreplaceable value to them.

***************************************

Chapter 3
P ENGUINS CAN ’ T UNDERSTAND ROMANCE
Now this is where I insert a communication lesson from penguins.
The courting emperor penguins in icy Antarctica, before winter grabs them, go through
their annual ritual of hooting at each other. Through all the hoots, the female lays her
egg and passes it on to her mate to incubate in his brood pouch while she goes to sea to
fatten up. Mr Penguin does not give a hoot for stuff like: “thankyou my gorgeous
empress, your Ralph will be waiting in 60 days as your comely frozen butt waddles
across the ice, back to my flapping arms.”
It is more like, “Ice cold, feet warm, egg is too, now gwarn.”
Just over two months later cuddlebum waddles into camp-penguin after trekking
sometimes as much as 150km across the ice. But how does she find her mate and new

chick among tens of thousands of hooting emperor penguins with a virtual nightmare of
childcare noises.
During courtship, each memorised the other’s songs. I am getting emotional thinking
about the joyous reunion in the freezer, however, I stop myself when I realise that it is
all procedural stuff. These penguins communicate for practical reasons, as do plants,
animals, fish, birds and wombats. I know we get misty eyed about these critters but they
don’t give a rats bottom for human emotional needs or romance in Antarctica.
Similarly today, many people busily accumulate junk, rarely getting together with their
relatives and only stop to communicate for penguin or procedural reasons.
Can we do a bit better than that? I sure hope so.
If you are reading this in a retirement village when you had expectations of living with
your children, you might agree.
No better than penguins
Listening to other people’s conversations, eg soap operas, endless Hollywood gibberish
and reality TV programs, may be our way of getting reassurance that we haven’t turned
into a bunch of figurative penguins.
While soaking up electronic relationships, we may be fooling ourselves that we have the
skills we could never use anyway.
If we were honest, we would say: “Yes I don’t often have my own meaningful
conversations but I sure do appreciate this passive diet of virtual relationship stuff.”
Passive entertainment, unlike other forums for learning, does not guarantee that we will
ever develop, use, or benefit, from such skills.
Could it be that communication for the sheer joy of connecting, is far too exciting and
too alien for our Westernised culture?
Yet those who manage to find it will have a far richer life.
H OW TO STUDY YOUR FAMILY TREE
Some scholars have taken a sterile and academic view of their family tree but this is not
the way to do it. They gained nothing emotionally and nothing practical. In fact many
folk reach middle-age where they get busy locating and logging their genealogy. It’s a

way of doing procedural stuff before we “clock off” this earth. If we have to madly
search for our relatives it is proof positive that we didn’t talk to too many of them.
So is there an easier way to find the good bits, short of dissecting your tree with an axe
and sifting the components on your front lawn?
This book looks at the value of food and beverages like tea, coffee, yak’s milk, wine or
beer, plus a game of cards, but only if accompanied by heartfelt conversation with
family and others. The English may have made tea drinking their own thing but could
they forge better relationships while doing it? I think so because the English suicide rate
stinks, compared with Mediterranean youth suicide rates. When Westernised youths
don’t see the point in living, it is because they didn’t have the benefit of bulk
conversation and an extended family with which to connect.
In these pages I extol the value of eccentric folk as a stimulus for ideas and conversation,
then hold out the hope that more of us just might get into the dying art of story-telling
by connecting with bits of the overall human family tree.
In the pursuit of true genetic research I would like to encourage the use of expressions
like character bank, personal defragging, eccentrifying, bequeathing an emotional tool
box, and connectability.
Communicators are allowed to invent words and expressions. I do it all the time.
************************************
Cartoons were by my son, Peter, when he was a mere 13 year old. He was raised with
the assistance of a pile of Mad magazines and lots of shed talk.

Chapter 4
R EADING A LIVING PAGE
So why don’t people connect with each other? If it costs nothing, why don’t they do it?

I remembered the lesson in connectability taught me by the Editor of a provincial
Queensland newspaper.
“Do you like history John?”
Sure do.
“Can you knock me out a weekly history column, highlighting lifestyles, trades,
personalities, exploits?”
No problem.
It wasn’t the money. The reward was something else.
When I began this regular history column I was aged 41 however some of my audience
began imagining me to be 80, 90, maybe older.
People of all ages, each week traipsed through my slice of history, convinced the stuff
had been written by a very wrinkly old scribe. I used to get so absorbed in my subject.
I T IS ALWAYS FUN TO PROD SOMEONE UNTIL THEY TELL YOU THEIR STORY .
T HAT ’ S HOW I LEARNT ABOUT J IM G UNN OF T HUNGABY VIA S T G EORGE , UNOFFICIALLY
A USTRALIA ’ S WORST EVER CATTLE DROVER .
J IM USED TO SING HIS OWN SONGS TO HIS CATTLE ( SOMEONE ELSE OWNED THEM ) AND THE
BOVINES WOULD UNAPPRECIATIVELY STAMPEDE THROUGH FENCES AND CREEKS , OFTEN GETTING
LOST IN THE PROCESS . O NCE HE HAD TO PAY FOR REPAIRS TO A FENCE DAMAGED BY THE NON
MUSICAL CATTLE , BUT HE WAS A FUNNY CHAP ADEPT AT DIVULGING INFORMATION FROM HIS
LIVING PAGE OF HISTORY .

I had tapped into a rich vein of human gold. It was becoming evident that in every nook
of society, train, omnibus, phone booth and park on this planet, there exists a richness
of life, culture, excitement, sheer artful conversation, and eccentricity, that most know
nothing about.
The majority of readers probably had known little about the old-timers that became
subjects of my weekly column, except for maybe a handful of their closest friends. So
what about the millions of people that journalists don’t have time to speak with or write
about? Does this constitute a total waste of knowledge, experience and human
resource? Are you getting the picture? That is your job and mine also, to hear their
yarns. Everyone can informally tap into this gold mine.
So at this newspaper I was being paid to connect readers with old timers of reasonably
humble station who would never be knighted or get awarded an OBE or CBE or
whatever.
I have always been a busybody, preferring a conversation to a smorgasbord.
Conversation to me is food for the mind that allows me to mentally defrag. This
defragging is a modern word for allowing a computer to clear its head, reassess and
blow
its
nose
while
someone
empties
its
rubbish
bin.
Defragging is when I can relax and forget about all that procedural nonsense.
T ALKING AS AN ART
Relationships can be on the level of art, and, anyone can be a bit arty if only they half
try. A reasonable scribe could be expected to switch off at the end of the day but I had
trouble shutting up.
I regularly dug out insights and gems of history for which I wasn’t going to be paid and
no one ever told me to mind my own business. I challenge anyone to try it and you will
find that most people love to be asked and are surprised that you want to know what
they have done or learnt in life.
With my newspaper column, I found that everyone is a living page of history. The older
the people, the richer the history. If no one reads a living page, it is the fault of one
person for not telling their stories and a passer by, for not asking.

All we need to do is abandon our bureaucracy, our protocol, our building of pointless
monuments, cease hooting like penguins for long enough each day, to converse and
turn a living page of history.
If this seems a rash move, just imagine me lobbing into London a few years back, to
meet the in-laws and examine Hackney, where my Cypriot wife grew up.
The bus and taxi drivers were West Indian and they talked my leg off, reassuring me that
the average Londoners must be ready to disgorge their gems of life.
Unfortunately the migrants skewed my view of English connectability and of my AngloSaxon heritage because, as I gazed upon pointless monuments and shopped for shoes in
posh Hackney, I scared the shop assistants into a panic.
I can remember one of the conversations.
“I notice you are drinking coffee and you probably realise it is cold and rainy outside, so
could you make me a beverage and I will tell you all about Australia,” said I.
The prim and proper shop girls looked anxiously in the direction of the
doorman/security guard and this told me something was about to go wrong.
So back to connectability and the talking/relationship debacle.
Try unplugging the electric TV set, the computer or the jolly transistor radio, and tune in
to a human being. Talk with someone. At first it may seem scary but I promise that you
will get to like it. That’s how people used to live.
When you are not being paid to do it, you will still enjoy it.
Now might a thirst for connectability allow you to plot your course, tap into your family
tree, readjust your life, learn from the mistakes of history and other relatives, or
perhaps find out who you are?
Maybe.
************************************

Chapter 5
B UILDING RELATIONSHIPS AND POINTLESS MONUMENTS
I never knew my grandpa Albert Sanderson. And yet I did get to know him by what he
failed to leave behind in his relatives.
He died three years before I was born which would make his passing around 1949.
His daring habit of throwing blisteringly hot tea down his throat could have contributed
to his throat cancer, but it was diagnosed as indigestion.
For me, I did not begin drinking tea until the age of 24. I thought that sitting down to
drink it was a waste of time because I was always on the go and I was careful not to take
the durability of my throat for granted.
In time however I made a conscious effort to move from milk to tea, and add coffee,
beer or wine, all for the sake of connectability.
I quickly realised the value lay, not in the beverage, but in any attached conversation.

Albert’s wife Lizzie, that’s gran, was a sweetie who made the greatest of apple pies. The
question I had to answer was this: was she born sweet or did she get that way by
putting up with a demanding hubby? I had to find out.
Dozens of tactful conversations would lead me to the knowledge that many of my
forebears had been pointlessly proud monument builders, and if any had the good
fortune to marry a sweetie like Lizzie Farmer, they did not let it change them one bit. I
have been told it was the culture of the time for blokes to be aloof, demanding and
unappreciative but my answer is: how many brilliant apple pies does it take to soften a
grumblebum?
Lizzie was a communicator who kept in touch with every relative and friend she could
lay her hands on. When she passed away, this oil was no longer poured on the family
machinery. No one talked much to anyone, any longer.
I wonder how many families lose their connection when they lose their version of
“Lizzie.”
The process of growing old is strange and by the age of 40 many get into a mad search
for inner meaning. I’ve seen heaps of cases.
I will try to avoid generalisations and sweeping statements and be ready to apologise if I
offend someone, because some of this is bound to happen.
By the age of 48, I wanted to know who I was and from where I had come?
Upon asking, I was informed in hushed tones that one of my relatives had traced the
entire Sanderson tree and associated branches, for hundreds of years.
I learnt that there was an awesome royal connection to a Sanderson that was an Earl,
three hundred years ago.
My personal preference is for two other connections that I still wish to prove. The
pinnacle will be Sandersons Vat 69 Scotch Whiskey, and the Sandersons that supply
eiderdowns to the Royal Family. My best evidence is that my family is a bit stand-offish,
is generally hopeless at forming lasting relationships and doesn’t keep track of each
other. That is a recipe for wealthy connections and “blue blood” if ever I saw one.

In the 1800’s my forebears, these skilful sons of the sanding trade, must have advanced
their abilities to a level where they could connect with both royal and working class
people with good whiskey and eiderdowns.
Was this my direction?
It occurred to me, without seeing this assembled family tree, that I did not know most of
my contemporary relatives on it.
As an impressionable youth back in 1971, I went on a quest to visit as many relatives as I
could locate but most were not sure of what to do with me. I didn’t blame them. I came
unannounced, without a resume and I was unknowingly eccentric.
I used to travel with a guitar strapped to my motorbike and would break into
mouthorgan music, without warning, for total strangers. How much worse was it for
unknown and unsuspecting relatives?
I have even found myself playing blues harp in the lifts of skyscrapers, with people on
board, or on buses, as if making a feeble effort to communicate but being unable to
articulate.
I will give you a modern example of how I have not improved but have gotten worse.
A NYTHING TO COMMUNICATE ?

Recently my dentist asked me to rinse my mouth after some serious dental work so I did
that and threw in a lively gypsy tune on the blues harp, totally unsolicited, to show my
appreciation. Incidentally my journalist Uncle, Frank Sanderson, also carries around a
harmonica and there is evidence that he could be eccentric.
Now was this dentist going to recount this freakish thing at her dental convention? I
think not. Some people give dentists flowers and cakes, but I give them a tune.
In this book I have gone further by devoting an entire chapter to the skills needed to
communicate with the average dentist who happily stuffs your mouth full of
accoutrements. There is no mystery in this. My wife is a dental assistant and I see value
in connecting with dentists whose only wish is for me to open my mouth and stop
gabbling so they can get on with it.
Just picture the relatives I visited for the first and only time, back in 1971. What could
they do with me?
“Now which son are you again?” one dignified gent inquired.
“Son of your eldest brother.”
“That’s right, from the farm down near Gayndah. Yes there are similarities.”
I didn’t leave my phone number and they didn’t ask for it. I had intended to get back but
in
the
next
34
years,
neglected
to
do
so.
If you think that is careless, try this for neglect: I neglected to get acquainted with most
of my family tree during my 52 years of life and it was completely unintentional.
We drank some cordial and ate a little fruitcake, however this youthful 18-year-old had
no clue, at the time, that he would be carefully logged in a painstakingly researched
family tree that would deliver a royal earl.
I would not visit them any more and they would not visit me however I would be
carefully logged. It is a bit like someone putting a sign on your headstone after you pop
off the twig, “his jobs were all up to date.” Being logged is great housekeeping. It’s very
procedural.
There would be no reciprocation, no emotional connection, no more family cake, just a
bit of logging. How many people out there can lay claim to being logged and forgotten?
Come on, own up. Your first reaction on discovering lost relatives should have been to
turn up with a slab of beer, 30 years supply of photo albums and enough food for three

days.
You didn’t do that eh? Well you hesitated and blew it big time brother!
On reaching middle-age I wanted to possess more than just logability.
From where did my traits come? How could an artistic fruitcake, quite honestly
eccentric, end up in a family tree so efficient, bursting with energy and achievement
that preferred to keep to itself?
And how coud I ignore the possibility that one day I might inherit a share in a Whisky
factory
or
in
a
place
that
makes
doonahs.
At this stage it is important to ask forgiveness from anyone offended by generalisations
because a couple of these do occur.
A far worse crime however is to see the dots and fail to join them…… to see the
numbers and fail to add them up, and to not draw the conclusions that are staring us in
the face. I am reminded of a song from David Byrne and Talking Heads, called Stop
Making Sense, so I am not the first one to say “join the dots.”
***************************
T ALENTED AND GOOD LOOKING , BUT NOT TOO GOOD AT COMMUNICATION OR RELATIONSHIPS :
M Y FOREBEARS , G RANDPA A LBERT AND HIS SISTERS , NEVER HAD A CLUE ABOUT THE
EMOTIONAL TOOLS THEY WOULD NOT DEVELOP OR THE LITTLE TIME THEY WOULD EVER SPEND
ON RELATIONSHIPS .

Chapter 6
C ONVERSATION VERSUS EFFICIENCY
Many races have the talking gene and appear to exude warmth. This includes
Mediterranean folk, people from Asia, Sth America, the Pacific, and some parts of
Europe. You could go further and say that people from this background are more likely
to ooze hospitality and care more about family values than they do about building
pointless monuments, protocol and efficiency. Now if you are not from these parts of
the planet, don’t fret because there is hope for you.

This point on family values was confirmed by a German called Hans, a top FAO scientist
who worked for the United Nations in Italy when I caught up with him.
I had to take a photograph and write a science news item on Hans, regarding the world’s
finite supplies of fresh water, so I threw in one of my usual fruity questions.
“Hans, being German and coming from the land of efficiency, how do you like living in
Italy where efficacy might be left on the back burner?”
“Well John, Italy is not a tidy place like Australia. There is litter and things are a bit
disorganised at times but I sure respect them for their family values.”
So here we have one of today’s notable scientists commenting on hugability rather than
logability, although he is paid to worry about water usage. He sure made me sit up and
think.
Then I began to slowly connect the dots.
M ONUMENTS GIVE WRONG MESSAGE
The world’s pointless monuments are a communication device. The pyramids, symbol of
inequity and slavery, were built in Egypt, not in Greece, Rome, Pakistan or Turkey. And
when Britain pushed her jolly protocol to all ends of the earth, she “borrowed” evidence
of other people’s empire-building, taking it all back to her museums, because that is
what England valued. I reckon her people were taught to value the same things. The
Greeks did build some pointless monuments but they ran out of money and turned to
eating, drinking, and telling yarns.
To the Anglo Saxons, it appeared that pointless monuments meant far more than
decent conversation, and I had suffered years of blankness from my family tree as a
result of this.
Question: Why didn’t Britain nick the actual pyramids in her collecting spree? Answer:
There wasn’t a truck big enough.
Many truckloads of British souvenirs included the Elgin Marbles, which England could
not let remain in Greece, where it belonged.
This is because the Greeks preferred good conversation and the English loved pointless
symbols for disconnected tourists to come and photograph.

Here’s my proof for this bold claim: Have you seen groups of joyous families sitting in
front of the Elgin Marbles (parked in the British Museum) eating cucumber sandwiches
and
enjoying
animated
conversation?
Me neither.

It usually evokes serious and sombre reflection of the strange procedural world in which
we dwell.
And the British empire went on to build infrastructure and red tape and organisations
and balmy sandstone buildings to the four corners of the world, not knowing or caring
that many who inhabit them might never connect, or know who they are or why they
might one day get plonked in an old people’s home, instead of being looked after in the
bosom of their disconnected family. Getting to old age is a bit late to find out you had a
disconnected family.
In a spinoff of this, in all colours and shades of the bureaucratic public services, while
the sun was not setting somewhere on a union jack, people proceeded to salivate over
procedure rather than production.
Dotting “i’s” and crossing “t’s” meant more than the sum total of anything. It’s like
telling the transported convicts, the abducted children from Liverpool and the
Aboriginals separated from their children and enslaved on Australian farms for a

pittance: “look here chaps, things could be a lot worse if you do not look dignified and
keep a stiff upper lip.”
And while you are looking dignified, “don’t talk, don’t complain, don’t lean, don’t lurch,
don’t drool, don’t lie in the garden, don’t walk on the grass, don’t throw cow dung,
don’t be silly, and so on.”
It became much less messy than literal bloody conflict to have governments,
departments, societies, keeping people under the thumb with red tape and protocol.
Here is my unofficial public servants creed: “So you want to give the people great
service delivery, well sorry we can’t do that because they will expect it all the time.”
Don’t ask about the oxymoron, “Public Service.” Just stop that drooling and leaning.
Now here is another scary connection between pointless monuments and bad
communication.
In the 18th and 19th centuries, children of the Anglo Saxon Empire saw their family
values exported in the stinking holds of slave ships by typically cold bureaucrats. How
was it allowed to take place?
If any families of bureaucrats are offended by my frank communications, let me say
these non leaning and non drooling people have the right to resign in protest rather
than carry out the despicable decisions of their employers and much, much more about
this later in the book.
By the time a young America had shut its door in the year 1783, 50,000 convicts had
been sent to that land of opportunity. Drat it all. England now needed another dumping
ground so Orstraulia was selected. And you thought Captain James Cook was exploring
because he loved the wildlife, plants and company of blokes? Certainly not.
In the ensuing 80 years, until 1868, a total of 158,829 convicts were sent to Australia,
triple the number dumped in the U.S. It could only be done if a culture had limited
communication skills and a very limited talking gene.
N ON - COMMUNICATORS WANT TO PROTECT YOU
More recently, when asked to account for the cold exportation of an empire’s children,
or removal of terrified quivering Aboriginal offspring to unfamiliar fear-filled worlds,
most
bureaucrats
rabbited
on
something
like
this:

“We had a policy, after a thorough survey, so we followed the procedure, and
painstakingly did it for their protection, for their own good.”
And on the subject of the Australian governments and bureaucracy stealing Aboriginal
children: Bureaucrats, or our public servants, supposedly didn’t communicate with the
indigenous folk because they knew what was best for them so why resort to
communication? This seems to be the essence of all the excuses for such crimes.
Some influential and important Australian commentators have rabbited on that there
wasn’t a stolen generation and that numbers have been inflated. Even if just several
dozen were separated to orphanages while their parents were put into forced labour,
isn’t this a blot on the art of communication?
As a farm child, many times I helped to load cattle into trucks so they could be shipped
to the markets and ultimate death, followed by a trip to a butcher shop near you. To
calm the animal’s nerves I’d reach through the cattle crate, pat some hairy heads and
say: “you’ll be ok, we’ll look after you.” The animals knew I was lying.
************************************

Chapter 7
R EADING YOUR FAMILY TREE
Here is the bottom line on relationships and lost opportunities:
Everyone has something to contribute to someone else. We just don’t do it.
When you first try this idea of connecting, get ready to be classed as a fruitcake, a
busybody, a pervert or a researcher without a job. However, don’t give up, keep trying.
C HOOSE YOUR OWN EXTENDED FAMILY
But suppose we have tried and we can’t get our family tree to connect. The easiest
solution is to form relationships and networks with other people’s cousins, uncles,
brothers, sisters, and thus look for contrast or common ground. We can still learn about

ourselves by connecting with non-relatives. Heaps of people have an extended family
made up of “adopted” relatives.
The advantage of interaction with relatives however is that we get a handle on where
we originated, our plotted emotional course and our associated genetic needs.
I noted with interest that families with strong communication values often invite to their
gatherings relatives with whom they are in a total poop. The grudge or personal
difference is always smaller than their family values. Basically these people are family
and they all get invited. How about that for connectability? Try that in Anglo Saxonville
or well-to-do Westernised lands. Be sure to have a camera handy to record the bunfight.
Ask yourself how many siblings, uncles, cousins etc have just drifted into indifference,
without even having the privilege of a disagreement, or a decent spat. Scary eh?
Try this for a feeble excuse offered to many who ask why they are disconnected. “Well
you know, geography being what it is, I think we can all put it down to the tyranny of
distance.
Australia
is
such
a
big
brown
land.”
Yeah right. It is very strange that we make a big effort to get on with people we have not
much in common with and drive right past the towns of relatives we grew up with. We
travel the world but ignore our local relatives. It’s such a lazy Anglo Saxon excuse.
L OGGING BRANCHES IS A MECHANICAL THING
When I began this relationship document, I spoke with quite a few people who had
busily pieced together their family tree, assembling it in books or on computers.
Being a pest and a nutter, I asked: “What did you personally gain from all this research?”
Some said: “Oh, I discovered forebears who were lawyers, convicts, bushrangers, some
royalty, it’s to be expected.”
Many dreamt of a regal connection, not realising it could bring with it a strong dose of
protocol and fixation with monuments, and if anything like the Queen of England, able
to publicly strangle a pheasant if that was needed.
About the time of Australia’s bi-centenary of 1988, looking for convict or royal
connections was a popular pastime. Thousands tried it and some are probably still
looking.

I mentioned early that I have connection to a long-dead Earl Sanderson, but would much
prefer to a good whiskey to warm the heart, (Sanderson’s Vat 69), and Sanderson
doonahs, presently warming royal bodies.
D RIVEN TO UNDERSTAND MONUMENT BUILDING WHILE RAISING CATTLE IN A REMOTE PART OF
THE EMPIRE .

Now back to tormenting people who go in search of their family trees.
This was the average conversation: “Did you log your contemporaries?”
“Yep, got the lot. All good people, cost a lot of money for the research, big effort, feel
like
a
genius.”
“So what did you do with them? Organise a gathering, a reunion, a wake for all the
missed conversations, Sunday around at Fred’s with olives, red wine, photographs,
buckets of yarns and sheer family enormity?”
“Nope. Just logged it all. At least I’ve got it now haven’t I.”
You might not want to believe it but after all the hard work, some genealogy freaks feel
totally satisfied by simply logging the lost branches of their tree, and walking away from
it.
It is called being logged and forgotten.
*********************************

Chapter 8
H OW TO DIG UP YOUR TREE WITH LOVE
Try this and it should simplify your search for family meaning.
In order to search for the lost John, no genealogical tree was required, just yarns,
anecdotes and lots of them.
As I listened to the stories, I became concerned about Grandfather Albert. This generous
giver of pawpaw and chutney had enacted the aforementioned chutney give-away many
times over but it dawned on me that my dad had never spoken of his dad.
I rewound my youth and childhood but there was nothing on Albert.
My mum had said plenty about her parents, uncles, cousins, but not a word on Albert.
He’d been invisible.
Albert’s dad had been William Duke Sanderson, who was eminent, well regarded and an
inventor of the Australia’s prickly pear stabber. This device could have made him
millions if the blasted cactablastus moth had not arrived from Sth America, wiped out a
prickly pear plague in Queensland, and made his sharp poisonous invention pointless.
Could not some inventive ‘William Duke’ have flowed on to Albert so that they could
celebrate their family genius together?
In search of reasons why I felt like a fruitcake, in a family of chutney-makers that did not
speak of Albert, or maintain relationships, I visited the only other chatterbox in the tree.
Uncle Frank Sanderson was a larger-than-life eccentric journalist who always carried his
mouthorgan in a pocket. He’d helped me to get started in newspapers in 1969. He could
smell a story a mile off and nail it before it had the chance to run.

I visited Uncle Frank and Aunt Betty for dinner and met an old timer, Ken Hallahan. As
luck would have it, Ken used to be a neighbour of both Grandpa Albert and GreatGrandfather William Duke.
“Sandersons seem to be high achievers, so why did no one speak of Albert?” I asked. I
always like to get to the point.
C ONNECTING THE DOTS
The answer hit me like a brick.
“Well he didn’t get on with your Dad John. He was very hard on him.”
Well how was my grandpa Albert treated by William Duke?
“It seemed that William got young Albert to work for nothing on the farm until the day
his only son, (the family of seven had six girls) decided to draw some land in a
government ballot, two kilometres down the road.”
(It is important here not to criticise this practice of working-for-nothing as it can have
family benefits.)
Years of gratitude should have accrued but this well-regarded and eminent gent,
William Duke, well-known inventor, was about to lose his slave labour with whom he
apparently did not connect.
He was aghast that young Albert wanted to make it on his own and got really cranky.
“You take nothing from this farm unless you have the receipt,” growled William Duke.
Albert scratched around and found receipts for a horse and a buggy, nothing more.
With this reassessment of his wealth, damaged emotional tools and iffy communication
skills, my Grandpa Albert plodded two kilometres down the road to start his new life,
find a wife that could make dangerously delicious apple pies, and pass who knows what
onto his offspring.
But just suppose Albert and his Dad had spent time with neighbours who were Greek,
Turkish or Latin, learning to have long dinner breaks on weekends, augmented with
story-telling, eccentrics on piano accordions or mouthorgans, with wine and delicacies
to match?

Now try this, for a refreshingly different William Duke, fully surprised that Albert wants
to desert him and make his own life, seeking out a cute apple baking chick and with a
changed outcome entirely.
“I’m a little disappointed to hear you want to leave son, but lets talk about it over
whisky, bread and olives and afterwards you can show me that new tune you have been
scaring
the
cows
with.”
“Thanks a lot Dad,” says Albert, “I was a little nervous to tell you but we usually work
things through over a good glass of wine.”
“Don’t feel too bad Alby, I have some new whiskey that just came on the market, Vat
69. I’m hoping its one of my relatives.
So family values beget family values and those without the talking gene don’t connect.
I was digging up my family tree with love and the more I heard, the faster I shovelled.
************************************

Chapter 9
S WAPPING STORIES WITH T URKS AND NEIGHBOURS
This communication approach could clearly have saved quite a bit of money at various
times throughout history. I digress, but when the Australian and Turkish soldiers wanted
to swap souvenirs, tell stories, show photos of loved ones and play cards at Gallipoli in
World War 1, it was a perfect opportunity for mouthorgan playing and the talking gene.
This was connectability at its very best, cutting across ethnic and political barriers.

The advent of Christmas 1915 had short-circuited their brains to the orders of their
generals, one of whom is on record as saying: “If we don’t get this war restarted quickly
it will be impossible to do so.”
And this brings me to Albert’s brother, Harold Sanderson, who, rumour has it, was sent
a white feather in the mail by a girl that lived in the Central Burnett district. She had
wanted to mess with his head. It was supposed to insinuate cowardice, so Harold
enlisted in the armed forces, to prove his manliness, and was sent to the battle in
France.
The conflict dragged on while countless Lizzies made apple pies, knitted socks and
hoped for the best.
One day a Government letter turned up for William Duke Sanderson.
“The Defence Department would like to advise that young Harold has been gloriously
killed in action in France, and his substantial wages and medals have been left to his
brother Albert.”
Did Albert get the money and buy things he needed for his new farm?
No
sir.
His strange father, my great grandfather William Duke, filled out the relevant paperwork
and wrote to the Australian Government, saying that his son was nowhere to be found
and that he had better take charge of the money and medals.
Meanwhile Albert was a crow’s caw away, busily working his allotment, fully aware that
his dad might never again communicate with him. And that was how it happened, until
they separately passed off this planet.
U NCLE H AROLD WAS SENT A WHITE FEATHER BY A GIRL WHO WANTED HIM TO PROVE HE WAS
NOT A COWARD , SO HE WENT TO WAR AND DIED . T HEN MY GREAT - GRANDFATHER W ILLIAM
D UKE TOLD PORKIES SO THAT H AROLD ’ S WAR PAY WOULD NOT GO TO HIS BROTHER A LBY . M Y
GREAT GRANDFATHER , W ILLIAM D UKE , KEPT DESTROYING RELATIONSHIPS AND BUILDING
POINTLESS MONUMENTS WHILE HE IGNORED HIS SON A LBERT , WORKING HIS FARM JUST ONE
KILOMETRE DOWN THE ROAD .

This same inability to settle differences and get a perspective on friendship also doomed
Ken Hallahan’s father, Jack.
We were actually doing the washing up at Uncle Frank’s place while Ken continued
answering my questions: “They used to be the best of friends, my Dad and your Great
Grandfather William Duke. But they had a disagreement and didn’t speak to each other
ever again up until the day both passed away.” Now where have I heard that before?
In Toowoomba over dinner, we had demolished my Aunt Betty’s roast and Uncle Frank
had taken her out for the evening.
As old Ken and I washed the dishes, I was picking up the nuts and bolts that would
normally hold a family tree together.
I told Ken that I was sorry to hear about the impasse with my great grandfather and his
pop and wondered if distance had been a problem. You know, the tyranny of
distance…………big wide brown land etc etc.
Ken said his dad lived next door, about a goanna’s trot away.

This was genealogy research at its very best and it didn’t require computers, graphs and
complicated browsing of government records.
While I sipped tea with dignified Ken, I discovered that my grandfather Albert had not
been given a box of emotional tools by his Dad. He had no receipt for such a thing and
William Duke didn’t have one to give. William Duke tended to be generous and
impressive to outsiders but was often intolerant and cranky with his family.
Albert got the horse and cart but no relationship skills. He’d been taught not to have the
talking gene by example as many families had done for hundreds of years.
Then I started to wonder if entire empires could be more enamoured with emblems and
due process than with the real treasures of extended family and relationships? And
might this coldness of monarchs and monuments give wrong signals to the populace?
Not wanting to over-generalise and upset half the world I decided to deal with it after a
good cup of tea.
************************************

Chapter 10
C OFFEE TALK
If Chinese or Vietnamese folk happened to put their aged parents into an old people’s
home it would also put a nasty stain on the family name. I found this out after surveying
some of the decent Vietnamese migrant folk who came to Brisbane, Australia.
I also found that this applies equally to many other non-Anglo Saxon races.
I selected Brisbane’s Chermside shopping village for this genetic research. It was a good
cosmopolitan place to check the relationship barometer.

I selected, for research purposes, what must have been the most multicultural coffee
shop on the planet.
Here it was that highly educated Asian university students produced the most
exquisitely tasting and decorated coffee I had ever seen. It seemed a waste to drink such
an arty brew.
It was the first time I had seen a kaleidoscope of artwork done on the surface of a
steaming drink of coffee.
I gazed at it admiringly as I chatted to Kym, a Chinese/Vietnamese student of politics
and law, who made the aforementioned comment regarding care for the aged and the
dire implications of staining the family name.
Then I met Douglas, from Indonesia, a student of information technology. He
emphasised that family comes first, whatever your economic circumstances. This should
include at least one family get-together in every fortnight, he assured me. That was the
exact talking gene for which I had been searching.
But I needed more reassurance so I posed a cynical Aussie-type of question: “Is this
family solidarity thing happening because you migrated to a strange and unyielding
culture and loneliness makes you stick together?”
In every case, the answer was in the negative.
By this stage, several employees were standing around chatting to this Australian
busybody and it didn’t occur to me that I might have gotten them fired from the job.
Kym’s husband Peter, also Vietnamese, emphasised that regular family gatherings was
the practice in their Asian countries of origin.
You don’t forget your culture just because you become an Aussie, he said.
Peter was studying podiatry and architecture, no doubt an offshoot of coffee
decoration.
S OME PEOPLE BEGIN ADOPTING BRANCHES OF OTHER FAMILY TREES QUITE EARLY , BECAUSE
THEY JUST NEED TO TALK .

As I slurped my artwork I wondered if a perceptive individual could successfully
transplant these ideals into any family tree. In other words, could anyone tart up the
foliage on his or her tree to make it more relationship driven? Why do some of us look
down on Asian culture when they do things about which we merely dream.
As an Australian, whose government once bombed family values and coffee etchers into
foreign paddy fields, I felt duty bound to leave on a good note.
“Nice coffee, thanks for the chat, and I’m very sorry about that war,” I blurted.
************************************

Chapter 11
W HAT OUR GENES TELL US
The thirst to converse is all about enjoying conversation at such a level that it is possible
to forget about food and drink.
I was pleased to discover that I used to do something like this when I was a youngster.
My parents took my siblings and I, when I was aged four, in 1956, camping at a
delightfully underdeveloped Noosa, on Queensland’s Sunshine Coast.
“Have we lost John again?” My Dad would ask.
While he built the necessary camping infrastructure, I busily formed networks with
entire rows of campers. Compared to our quiet and isolated cow farm, my parents had
brought me to network heaven. On the farm we were many kilometres away from the
nearest humans and cattle farm but at the beach, they couldn’t escape my
conversation.
Another incident in my childhood also seems significant. Back on our farm, on the scenic
Burnett River, 46 km from Gayndah and four hours drive north of Brisbane, my Mum
and her best friend busied themselves with carefree after-dinner banter while the
menfolk spoke in serious tones of World War 2, Fordson tractors, the drought and
whether or not the government should give superphosphate subsidies to farmers.
At the age of 8, I did my level best to hold up my end of the women’s conversation
because I drew a blank on tractors and the war and fertiliser subsidies.
Then without warning, the ladies stopped speaking, as if alerted by a smoke alarm, or a
wrong response from a nosey child: “John, go outside and play with the kids.”
I joined the three visiting Mulholland girls who were tomboys, plus my older brother
and two younger sisters who had no trouble climbing trees, adventuring and keeping
each other occupied, long before the coming of television, the relationship killer.

These women’s sessions helped me go on to write fashion stories and inspirational stuff
for women’s magazines like New Idea, For Me and the colour magazine section of
Queensland’s Sunday Mail.
And so as a farming kid, I proceeded to grow my skinny frame, bereft of girl-impressing
muscles but unaware of the more important genetic factors. It was this talking gene that
caused me to write and talk and attracted me to my future Cypriot in-laws with their
truck loads of connectability.
When I found my fiancé, she did not stay up late to chat with me because she required
buckets of sleep to get up early to work all day as a dental assistant. On weekends this
gave her the energy to talk and talk, eat olives and flog me at scrabble and at card
games. The Greeks do a lot of that. They enjoy flogging anyone at card games but they
are so nice about it. They chat endlessly while reducing you to a column of bad numbers
on a score sheet. If you’re silly enough to put money on the table, you deserve what you
get.
And here was the bonus. The inlaws made dinner last for several hours, introduced me
to good wine, tantalisingly good food and hours of therapeutic colloquy.
It confirmed one of the oldest insights into the Greek and Mediterranean character that
I have been able to find:
The Bible at Acts chapter 17, verse 21, says the Apostle Paul noticed “all Athenians and
the foreigners sojourning there would spend their leisure time at nothing but telling
something or listening to something new.”
I was proud that my inlaws had skills that were honed in ancient Athens at the
Aeropagus.
I particularly appreciated my father in law Nicholas and his love of strangers, known in
the mother tongue as philoxenia.
Nick is a story-teller, and if his dad did not reject the offer of a scholarship, forcing the
teen to work as a blacksmith, he might have become a writer.
************************************

Chapter 12
G ENETIC RESEARCH AT YOUR LOCAL VEGETABLE MARKET
Surveys indicate that the anti oxidants in two daily cups of tea can add four years to
your life. My theory is that the talking gene, or connectability, plus tea or coffee, can
add more years than that.
The remarkable thing about connecting with many diverse cultural groups, with their
music, art, food and coffee slurpers, is the unlimited themes and variety of learning.
Logan City markets (south of Brisbane), on a Sunday morning, was an ideal place to take
a barometer of family values and do genetic research.
There is food, vegetables and culture from every imaginable place in the world with
conversation and family infrastructure to match. Why do I say family infrastructure?
I discovered that many family groups from the Logan area are merrily growing wall to
wall vegetables in their average suburban backyard. They harvest the vegetables
together, pack them into their vehicles around 3a.m., and set up their stalls by about 4
or 5a.m., in time for an eager public to roll in.
It was most enjoyable to have deep conversations with market people who were busily
teaching their children solid business practices.
I met fourteen-year-old Sia, whose parents, grandparents and three siblings are from
Thailand.
She confirmed that the family grows wall-to-wall vegetables on their allotment on
Brisbane’s outskirts and they purchase elsewhere what they need to meet market
demand.
They rise and shine at 1a.m., pack their freshly-grown vegetables into a van, and take it
all to the Logan markets.
Their stall is unloaded, sorted, polished and raring to go by 5a.m. when in the
wintertime it is still dark.

Nearby I found Leng and Linna’s bread shop, making the best pasties imaginable. The
entire Cambodian family with its perspiring chattiness makes you want to eat and get all
the goss.
This told me that families aspire together if they are not afraid to perspire together.
A SKING MIGRANTS FREAKY QUESTIONS
Nearby I met Les, a cheerful Hungarian fitter and turner.
After telling me about his escape from Hungary in 1956, it was time for my fruitcake
questions.
“What about regular gatherings with uncles, cousins and siblings, Les? Do you do it or
have you been over-Australianised?”
He said his family still does it, every couple of weeks with only one of his children
straying from the family-values-reunion thing.
I was particularly interested to learn that some Anglo Saxon Australians, afraid of new
values and culture, had labelled him a “wog” until about 1970, when Asians arrived and
took over this tag of ignorance.
By criticising migrant Australians, locals demonstrated a fear of learning new tricks. It
was also a fear of losing the pointless communications of Anglo Saxons and a
nervousness of the talking gene. How did Les deal with it?
He couldn’t care less. He still had regular reunions, even if half his family was still in
Hungary. He had his genetic foliage sorted out. Maybe the name-calling for 15-odd
years, was a reminder he had something worth hanging on to.
I think the real value in these new Aussies is that they talk a lot and they train their
children on the job. I saw it as a solid business practice and a very old fashioned value.
Sue from Laos told me that during the week she works in an office and but is
comfortable getting up at 2a.m., Sunday mornings, to get the family’s fruit and vegie
train rolling.
Her parents are up at 1a.m. but here’s the strange bit for us Westernised folks: It is just
a hobby.

Sixteen-year-old Sue said: “Most market people have full-time jobs and they only grow
wall-to-wall vegetables because it is in their blood and culture. We did it in our country
of origin and we can’t stop doing it in Australia.”
She went on to explain that their combined fruit and vegetable effort was all about
family togetherness. Furthermore, Sue and her sister happily restrict their Saturday
party activities so they are wide-awake for this early morning fruit-and-vegetablemadness.
Their Aussie friends respect them for this and also for family standards of “not having
tattoos, freaky hair dye, mini skirts and earrings in strange painful places.”
I asked if they could envisage a time when they might put their parents into a
retirement home and the look of horror told me to stick to matters of fruit and
vegetables.
There is a profound Anglo Saxon tragedy at Logan Markets, which could be
representative of any other market in the Westernised and notionally English world.
It is this: I asked quite a few Aussie fruit and vegetable stall operators what it would take
to get their children to come and help them out. “You’ve got to be joking. If we paid
them they would not come,” was the typical response.
************************************

N ICOS WITH THE EARLY PART OF HIS FAMILY , SOON AFTER HE CHANGED FROM BEING A
BLACKSMITH IN D AVLOS , C YPRUS , TO A POSH WAITER , WORKING AND CHATTING AROUND THE
BEST L ONDON RESTAURANTS .

Chapter 13
O RACY FROM A G REEK BLACKSMITH
Life is too short to drink bad wine or listen to second-rate stories and my father-in-law,
Nicos Christou, likes quality in both areas.
By describing this gent, I wish to highlight the value of eccentrics in helping the slower
ones among us to discover the talking gene.
Nicos is one of millions of eccentrics providing an amazing service to family and public.
He can unstress people and when they laugh, it massages their inner organs.
A few minutes with Nick can have his hairdresser, bus driver or fish-monger, rolling
around the ground in unbridled laughter.
As my final chapter explains, he and other eccentrics provide the free service of keeping
fellow humans alive and healthy.

He has the talking gene and is aware of the nuts and bolts that hold his genetic foliage
together. He dignifies people by taking the time to talk to anybody. For Nicos and his
relatives, regular reunions and long dinners with extended family are compulsory.
Nicos has learnt to massage the truth, inject warmth, colour, emotion and vibes but his
own humorous, sincere approach to life needs no such help.
There must be room to tell of his pursuit of justice as a waiter in various well-to-do
London restaurants, (after he migrated from Cyprus in 1954.)
Even as a blacksmith in the village of Dhavlos, Cyprus, now occupied by the Turks, Nicos
liked nothing better than cleaning up after a day’s work, putting on a classy suit, and
connecting with all and sundry at the local tavern.
It was no surprise therefore that, once settled in England, he ditched the blacksmith
within and began waiting on tables of some of the ritziest restaurants in West End,
London, and possibly the world.
F ROM BLACKSMITH TO RITZY WAITER
The year was 1960, with Nicos extending service to jetset folk and film stars he had
barely recognised in movies in Hackney’s local cinema.
Stars wandered in to eat snails, lobster, associated delights and to drink French and
Italian wines. It was before Australian wines assaulted the world market.
Nicos, the blacksmith-trained storyteller, waited on and charmed Diana Dors, Norman
Wisdom, Yul Brynner, Stavros Niarcos, a Greek shipping magnate, the list going on and
on.
A conversational tradesman, my father-in-law fitted in. This blacksmith had the talking
gene.
Unfortunately there is often a fly in the soup in the form of a spoilsport or bully that
feels threatened by a confident migrant.
Nicos’s strong sense of fair play was prodded when he began to be pushed around by
various self-important waiters, not unlike the pecking order in my own chicken house in
Brisbane, Australia. Nicos was short of stature and some of the tall chaps gave him the
treatment.

It was strange for me to learn of this pecking order among some of the best waiters in
the UK. Very enlightening indeed.
For a while Nicos tolerated the nastiness of this tall good-looking French waiter, who
was playing with fire.
One night Frenchie foolishly began unloading piles of dirty glasses onto Nicos’s tray.
Nicos knew how he’d fix the problem back in Cyprus so he did it in London.
He smashed each glass over the French waiter’s head and fully expected to get the sack.
The owners, Jewish folk, mercifully understood the cause of the aggravation and kept
him on, until the spaghetti incident.
On a particularly busy night, celebrities were quaffing, crunching, schmoozing,
romancing, when suddenly the crash of a colliding bowl of spaghetti, with cranial
implications, rent the night air.
Nicos had upended the bowl on the head of yet another pushy waiter, one trying to
move up the pecking order. The stars and celebrities looked in horror as if they had
never seen such violence in their homes or on their movie sets. The waiter dripped with
delicious spaghetti sauce. Nicos would retell this story hundreds of times and each time
it increased in scariness.
Nicos’ had rediscovered the blacksmith within and forgiveness was not forthcoming
from the restaurant.

***************************

Chapter 14
U SING DENTAL TALK AS A BAROMETER
May I indulge with one additional Nicos Christou story, a do-it-yourself approach to
dental care.
Nicos had baulked at the “exorbitant” price his London dentist quoted for tooth
extraction.
Anyone would think he was back in his village of Dhavlos, when he went home to his
East London flat in Hackney, consumed a bottle of whisky, borrowed a pair of pliers and
ripped out most of his own teeth.
This rendered him eligible for a new set of dentures that never really fitted.
Thus Nicos, with more courage than I ever hope to achieve, developed “social dentures”
which were worn only for meals and social gatherings.
The only real drawback became evident when, on the way to work at a Central East
London missile factory, (after he moved on from restaurants) he left the teeth in a bag
of sandwiches on a number 55 bus.
At this point it is important to note that Nicos is peace-loving. The spaghetti incident is
not the real Nicos. His is basically an eccentric, friendly, storyteller.
In the ammunition factory, he only assembled the actual missile shells, and had nothing
to do with the explosive bits.

In a sandwich type of setting, his false teeth may not have looked out of place. Someone
might have handed them in if he’d used a denture case, but such an invention had not
been available to Nicos. To this day, neither of us know if you can obtain a denture case
anywhere in the world.
All Nick got was raucous laughter when he phoned London Transport in a vain effort to
locate his chewing gear.
“Why weren’t the chompers in the usual place, in your mouth, Mr Christou?”
Nicos replied that it was his practice to carry ill-fitting teeth in a bag of sandwiches.
“Was your name engraved on the teeth?” chortled a voice from the depths of London
transport.
I kid you not, this was the actual conversation.
At this point we should establish that all lost property from London buses goes to a
central location, so anyone can usually find a bookmark or hanky or broken fingernail,
but the social teeth and ham sandwiches, were long thrown out by a heartless,
unimaginative bus-cleaner.

M ASKING PAIN WITH LAUGHTER
I diverge slightly, because I have important information on communication during
childbirth which provides a treatment for pain, if you are a woman, and are giving birth.

Childbirth is not a time for holding hands and looking brave. It is time to give your
talking gene a whirl.
When giving birth to our first two children, my beautiful Cypriot wife, Nicos’s daughter,
discovered I had a treatment for pain.
I rattled off reams of twaddle, telling her true stories from my days on our cattle
property.
It became graphic when Dad took his belt from his trousers and we tied it around the
protruding legs of various Brahman calves. Normally his trousers would try to fall down
as in cases when he’d whack us for naughty things we did but we always squatted to
assist in the bovine birth process, while the dairy cow was lying down in dire straits.
With both of us pulling on Dad’s belt, and the cow bellowing, we strained to pull the
critters out of less-than-adequate Jersey cows. (the Brahman is much bigger and should
never have romanced the lesser Jersey cow)
While these stories flowed, my Cypriot princess, during childbirth, was torn between
rolling around the hospital bed in fits of laughter and trying to hit me. She hardly
noticed the pain.
Laughter can ease pain, whether childbirth, bereavement or relationship pain, and my
final chapter deals extensively with laughter and crazy people and its connection with
communicating to overcome stress and depression.

T HE AUTHOR , PICTURED IN CHAIR , CONTINUALLY IRRITATED DENTISTS BY TALKING WITH A
MOUTHFUL OF COTTON WOOL AND METAL OBJECTS . W HY NOT TEST YOURSELF OUT BY TALKING
DURING ROOT CANAL TREATMENT .

***************************

Chapter 15

H UMBLE DUNG THROWING PROMOTES COMMUNICATION
Being bullied can make a victim strive to achieve amazing things, not that it justifies such
repulsive conduct.
Bullies are simply control freaks, bereft of communication skills. Those bullied, the
doormats, often express themselves through art, music, life skills, with resulting great
achievement.
I have seen truly great poetry and heard notable music written by victims of emotional,
physical and sexual abuse.
This has been the experience of not a few Australian Aboriginal folk that claim to have
been badly treated, abused and sometimes abducted. But more about that later.
At school I was a non-stop conversationalist but being bullied made me work much
harder on this skill. I knew bullies were sick people and communication had to offer a
better life.
I have always believed that no matter what cards you have been dealt, you can turn
them into emotional and creative currency.
In adult years I caught up with the joys of “blokey-stuff” like playing football however, as
a child, it was cow dung that cut across generations and spoke the loudest. You probably
guessed that we farm kids did not have a football.
Children without time-wasting television, needed to invent games, and farm kids often
threw cow dung.
What would you do if your children indulged in the ancient art of dung throwing?
I was most interested to learn that a couple of my uncles, as children, had thrown cow
dung at regular intervals, a joy unknown to city and town children today.
Grandpa Albert Sanderson’s reaction to dung throwing was a matter of grave concern
however.
I have already established that he was great with the public but with his family he was
emotionally bereft, probably lacking useable emotional tools, because he did not inherit
them from his father and so on and so on.

On the day he caught my two uncles throwing dung, he flogged those boys until they
were so bruised that they couldn’t attend school. They used to walk about seven
kilometers to school but their skinny legs were never going to make it that day.
They had merely engaged in the unheralded art of dung throwing and my theory is that
Grandpa Albert did not have the talking gene.
To be fair to Grandpa, he could be very kind and often grew extra vegetables to give to
anyone he met on his unpaved road of life. His Lizzie made copious quantities of jams
and preserves, much of which gave away.
He probably knew there was a better way than aggression but he didn’t have the
relationship tools he needed.
As we fast-forward thirty years to my Dad’s farm at Mingo Crossing on the Burnett
River, my brother and I can be occasionally seen throwing partially dried cow dung at
each other, at cattle, at pesky crows, at visitors, at girls and so forth.
It was mischievous stuff but it came from not having a football to play with. One day
Bob, the school bully, dropped in. Before I tell you that Bob turned dung etiquette on its
head, can I explain more about this well-to-do middle class lad that communicated by
bullying.
*******************************
O NE OF A USTRALIA ’ S LAST AND MOST HUMOROUS D UNNYMEN , ( NIGHT SOIL REMOVALIST )
B LONDIE B ARNHAM , DIDN ’ T REALISE HE WAS FUNNY AT ALL UNTIL HE BEGAN DISGORGING
DISASTROUS STORIES OF HIS UNHERALDED BOLLOCK REMOVAL TRADE .

Chapter 16
R EVENGE ON BOB THE BULLY
In theory Bob’s bullying could turn anyone into a poet, writer, opera singer or
vegetarian. His nasty actions could move people.
On our farm, my brother, myself and Bob went exploring where timber cutters had been
doing their work. Splattered trees were everywhere. Insects and animals were busy
finding new homes and it was exciting to imagine what might have lived in those tree
hollows that had fallen, flinging their furry occupants into an uncertain future.
Bob called me over and pointed out something on the severed tree stump. “He’s going
to be educational,” I thought. “We obviously have a new Bob today.”

As I looked closer at the tree trunk, Bob blew sawdust into my eyes with all the strength
his “smokers lungs” could muster.
I stumbled around with eyes painfully full of sawdust and finally regained enough vision
to bumble my way back to the farmhouse. Mum was confused as to why it had
happened and so was I.
Later that day the three of us went fishing. It was a serene “Huckleberry Finn” kind of
experience as we sat around a campfire on a Burnett River sandbank, wondering how
we should cook the fish we had landed.
My brother Paul and I caked our fish in mud and decided to cook them in the hot coals.
Recently I’ve seen it done on lifestyle programs but we had the method all wrong. The
smell of mud went through the cooked fish and tasted awful. Furthermore it was always
our belief that fish should properly expire before we operated on them but this wasn’t
Bob’s belief.
The tearaway lad jammed hot burning coals down the throats of each fish he caught,
while it was fully alive. The fish were in diabolical straits as Bob fell about laughing. I
already said he could turn someone into a vegetarian.
It was this same Bob that volunteered to partake in our ancient bush sport of dung
throwing.
However he ignored our dung protocol and as expected, things got out of hand.
Suddenly the cow dung because soft and messy. This great resource for which city
gardeners would pay to have on their gardens was now being thrown around carelessly.
Bob made sure that it was rubbed into the faces of kids destined to be future writers,
musicians, sailors, engineers, basically totally decent farm folk. Bob ignored dung
throwing protocol.
I used to wonder what made these people tick and wasn’t surprised that most had
fathers, mothers and even grandparents that lacked the talking gene or connectability.
This inadequacy goes on and on, perhaps for hundreds and hundreds of years. I met Bob
thirty five years later and I was keen to learn what he had become. He could not look
me in the eye or conduct a proper conversation but he looked most dapper as he
ponsed grandly in the main street of Gayndah.

Back to the wet-dung-throwing incident.
Our mum and dad did not flog us because they knew we were not “fresh dung”
throwers by nature. They scolded us and we blamed Bob.
R EVENGE ON B OB
We had to wait another year to get our revenge on Bob.
Many country children can connect their fear of dingoes, snakes, red back spiders and
the scary unknown, to nightmarish treks out to darkened backyard outhouses. (toilets)
It was a cold winter’s night in 1962 when my brother and I found the opportunity to
balance the scales with Bob the bully who had come to our humble farm for a sleepover.
As expected Bob had to make the long trek to the equaliser, our outside toilet, in mid
winter, with no light and a fear of the dark unknown. (Torch batteries were always flat
and a lantern made the shadows look spooky.)
We were decent enough to accompany the lad part way, and made vague references to
the distant howl of dingoes in the top paddock.
“We’re still here for you, don’t fret,” we called out, in a seemingly caring way, as we
blew out the lantern, and my brother Paul and I collected some strategically placed
rocks. Bob’s snotty voice wined: “there’s no light in here, make sure you stand outside
and wait for me.”
He was on our turf.
“You can sure trust us,” we chorused.
Trauma descended upon the dunny that night as its roof was dented by airborne stones.
The dingoes momentarily quietened down, puzzled at the crashing noises on
Sanderson’s lonely outdoor dunny.
It was adequate communication for a bully. It was a bit like direct art or a spontaneous
play and we were privileged to be part of it.
**********************************

Chapter 17
W HY SOME CAN ’ T CONNECT
It is now time to step up to a serious but higher plane for a couple of chapters and
examine what happens when entire government administrations are disconnected and
without the talking gene.
Most public relations disasters, the large scale ones included, can be put down to a lack
of communication tools and associated skills.
Anyone that has worked in government bureaucracies will know that effective
communication is not high on the agendum. It is just a slogan that doesn’t work.
My introduction to Australian indigenous culture will demonstrate that effective
communication might well have changed millions of lives for the better and prevented
one monumental relationship debacle after another.
The social studies books at our one-teacher-school, Byrnestown, 40km south-east of
Gayndah, showed us that Aborigines could be identified as very swarthy, darkly
coloured people that skimped on clothing.
I was one of about thirty eager spotty and pimply students across eight school grades,
all studying in the one room. It was a one-teacher school. We could tap into other class
activities which meant I regularly listened to grade eight poetry and plays of
Shakespeare while I learnt my grade four times tables etc.
All of us learnt that Aboriginals preferred to stand on one leg, while holding a spear and
wearing a lap lap (a kind of bikini bottom). They were not pimply like us and our
curriculum showed us this and we had no reason to doubt it. There was no other kind of
Aboriginal person as far as Australia’s education department and its bureaucrats were
concerned. Skills were limited to being nomadic, camping outdoors all their lives,
overcooking food until it turned to charcoal and having pet dingoes.
P RECONCEIVED IDEAS

I researched these preconceived ideas with my indigenous friend, June Padmore, who
was brought up with three sisters and four brothers by Joe and Ivy in Innisfail, North
Queensland in the 1950’s and 60’s.
Did Captain Cook’s first impression of indigenous culture resonate with June?
“I too saw the pictures of the Aboriginal standing on one leg with a spear and wearing a
lap lap and I did not remotely connect it to myself,” said June. Furthermore, we used to
think to ourselves, “Aboriginals probably stood on one leg because the other leg was
getting tired.”
English explorer, Captain James Cook’s impression had lasted for 200 years and plenty of
Indigenous folk and Anglo Saxons had got nothing from it.
Even more tragic is that Australia of the 1960’s failed to tell an intelligent girl like June
that she was an Aboriginal. It was a discovery of her late teens.
Indigenous culture was so invisible that by the age of 20 June asked her Mum in total
shock: “are you absolutely certain that we are Aboriginals?”
June actually learnt her culture and tolerance by living in a sugar-growing town that
mostly had non-Anglo-Saxons.
Her circle of friends included Yugoslavs, Italians, Greeks and Chinese. If mum Ivy ever
heard a word of prejudice or name calling, she would hit the roof.
“Don’t you kids ever grow up with prejudice and tunnel vision,” she thundered.
She learnt plenty about food culture. June can remember swapping her peanut butter
sandwiches for her Italian friend’s squid sandwich.
On another day she’d give friend Katarina a vegemite sandwich for something equally
exotic.
The family proved it had good values when tragedy struck in 1961. June’s father named
Joe pedalled down to the corner store to get some formula for the baby and when just
about home, he got skittled by a drunk driver. The bicycle handlebars were forced
through his chest.

Joe took a few days to die, leaving behind his intelligent and tolerant wife Ivy, and eight
children. The eldest sibling, thirteen year old Lawrence was nominated to go cane
cutting, like his dad before him.
This was done so the family would have an income and wouldn’t be split up or fostered
out by the Government.
Since then June has travelled the world and today works for the South Australian
Education Department as a part-time English tutor, however she still can’t believe that it
took her till the age of 20 to learn her origins.
*************************

Chapter 18
S TANDING ON ONE LEG FOR CAPTAIN COOK
If I could only keep track of all branches of my family tree, I might have been famous. I
have been reliably informed that Captain James Cook, prior to being a sailor, was
apprenticed to a Mr Sanderson who kept a general store in the village of Straithes,
Yorkshire.
That’s easily explained. Apparently Sandersons were not the sort to risk going to sea,
preferring hard work, monuments and whiskey on dry land.

But for now lets back-track to the year of 1770. It seems that in this year resilient
Aboriginals stood with that same cool one-legged aloofness, apparently ignoring great
English explorer, Captain James Cook, as he sailed into Sydney’s Botany Bay and planted
his clodhopper and the Union Jack.
I am sure no great Englishman at the peak of his achievement likes to be ignored.
Captain Cook might have liked the fauna and flora but he really wanted a beaut new
home to fill up with convicts. These unfortunates were to be transported “for their own
good.”
Cook did not connect with these Indigenous Australians on just about any level however
he gave them knives, mirrors, beads and trinkets in exchange for the land of Australia,
previously know in Europe as Van Diemen’s Land.
It would take Indigenous folk many years to understand the implications of this swap.
I admired Cook for his courageous voyage however I blame him for Aussies being out of
touch with good food whether it be Dutch, Spanish and Portuguese, Indonesian, etc. But
the real point is we have a problem with our talking gene.
Captain Cook didn’t care to get to know the locals but rather reported back to England
that the Blacks were pretty well useless and primitive and the Empire could not use
their skills, which looked to be about non-existent.
I got these same vibes from the non-communicative and paternalistic stuff at my
Primary School almost two hundred years after Captain Cook wrote his report on
Australia. This communiqué wasn’t taken back in person because Captain Cook visited
Hawaii on the way home and tried to sort out a communication problem with other
indigenous folks, by using his muskets. He was last seen on the menu during a Hawaiian
dinner party, not a good result but proving his old friend Mr Sanderson’s fear of sailing
had
been
well-founded.
On my own Sanderson farm in the Central Burnett in the 1960’s, we had no television to
understand the wonders of Royal visits to Australia, diverse cultures, and sitcoms like F
Troop, I Love Lucy and My Favourite Martian. Kids at school rabbited on endlessly about
the wonders of sitcoms but I only knew about swimming, horse riding and dung
throwing, (because we had no football).

One day in the school playground Bob the bully turned on Trevor, a friend of mine, and
loudly labelled him an Abo, a slang word for an Aboriginal. It sure ended the discussion
we’d been having.
I was aghast, and defended the lad from such cruel name-calling.
Trev confided in me, “John I am actually an Aboriginal, we just don’t talk about it.”
Due to our disconnected education system, I had been attending a one-teacher-school
for about four years with genuine indigenous folk and merely felt that some must have
been a bit more sun-tanned than other students. Aboriginals were possibly the most
antique culture in the world and all we knew from our education was that they had
nothing to contribute in 1770 or 1964, and needed to keep a very low profile.
G AY D AN THE O RANGE M AN
Just up the road, Gayndah was a great citrus and beef town with about 2000 residents.
Visiting there once a week was a big excitement and it helped me understand that
Indigenous folk loved to stand around chattering in the local cafés where they selected
excellent music on the juke boxes.
The thing I still like about Gayndah is their biennial Orange Festival with its cartoon
hero, Gay Dan, the Orange Man.
The word “gay” might have taken on a more complex meaning in the rest of the world,
but good old Gayndah is proud of Gay Dan and they are not changing it for anyone.
Thousands who flocked to the orange festivals were sometimes enthralled by
Aborigines, transported in the back of an open council truck from a Government
Indigenous reserve, Cherbourg, 160 km away. It put culture into the Orange Festival.
(The Aborigines had been rounded up previously and deposited in reservations, not
unlike American Indians.)
Suddenly at the festival, Aborigines dressed just like the ones in our social studies books,
threw boomerangs that came back to them, and started fires by rubbing two sticks
together.
It worried me that talented folk like that had to travel in the back of a bumpy old council
truck in June, the middle of winter.

All my life I have listened to Anglo Saxons who enunciate Indigenous and migrant
cultural differences by saying, “they don’t live like us.”
That could be true but it might be more accurate to say, they have things we will never
learn about if we don’t wake up and listen.
Some of us have a bit to learn about family values, extended family and the talking
gene.
A careful examination may show that ethnic or indigenous critics that notionally end up
in old people’s homes or are related to suicide victims might have changed
circumstances with the talking gene.
************************************
I T ’ S NEVER TOO EARLY TO PROMPT A NGLO S AXONS TO TALK .

Chapter 19
U PGRADING SOCIAL AND BUSINESS GENES WITHOUT SURGERY

A friend of mine, Peter Board, is better than your average bureaucrat. He works for the
Queensland Government, but many years ago he did himself a big favour when he
married a Sicilian girl named Diana.
I kicked him in the shins about the talking gene and this is what he wrote:
“John, I had an amusing insight when first I attended a typical Anglo Saxon funeral in
Warwick, Queensland, and then one with the full Sicilian clan in Ingham North
Queensland. All the Aunties and Uncles and Cousins etc just sat around the table for
hours connecting and looking at all their similarities and reflecting on the deceased
(Diana’s Dad) and how similar he was to all his relatives.
“This was very interesting for me because I have a large (Anglo Saxon) family of six
sisters and three brothers and I can’t imagine them doing this. My brother in law’s wife
(an American-Anglo Saxon) found that the funeral customs and family in Ingham really
helped her too find closure regarding the death of her father, which, believe it or not,
occurred some 20 years ago, but she had never really gotten over it.
“We and the children, had viewings of the body and amazingly it seemed to help them
all to understand what had happened. It was better than the sterile (let’s not discuss it
attitude) that is so often prevalent in the Anglo Saxon world,” said Peter.
T HE TALKING GENE IN BUSINESS
In the northern suburbs of Brisbane, Rob Noble is a businessman with a boat factory. He
took yet another path to upgrade his genes.
Anglo Saxon in background, he is one of the best communicators I have met.
I dropped into his workplace in the suburb of Brendale to ask about apprenticeships and
about how to train the next generation of tradespeople and immediately I saw he had
style.
His wife was hard at work in the office, one son Ben was managing the business,
another son Jacob was in charge of the engineering side of things and a third son Isaac
was apprenticed as a boat builder.
Rob regularly provides about eight apprentices with career opportunities that
contribute to an important Australian skills base for the future. While a further 20
tradesmen worked busily, his semi-retired sheep dog parked centrally in the office, and

Rob’s daughter in law worked while keeping her eye on the baby in the factory creche
(child-care
area.)
What,
a
boat
factory
with
childcare
facilities?
If someone has to go home because their child is unwell, Rob says: “Feel free to bring
your offspring to work and we’ll look after them in our creche, if you want to keep
working.” This boat factory had a bed, a play area, toys and most things to keep a child
happy.
Except for the dog, everyone was cheerily working in this Boat Building Business.
Good communication produced good vibes in this workplace.
What really appealed to me was that Bob had “upgraded” his genes by connecting to
Asian food and migrant people.
It all started with the Noble’s love of good tucker. Many nationalities with friendly genes
do it. It attracted me to my Greek inlaws. They, like the Nobles, have a love of good
food, music, and conversation, and this enlarges their group of friends, life’s experiences
and tolerance.
“A couple of years ago we began to sample Asian cuisine which took us to a new little
restaurant near the Petrie roundabout on Gympie Road,” Rob explained.
It was operated by the Tran family, an elderly couple from Vietnam who had travelled to
Australia in a leaky boat in 1978.
D ESPERATE FOR FREEDOM
By 1975 the communists had unified Vietnam however by Oct 1978, Darren Tran, his
parents and his eight brothers and sisters paid to leave that beautiful country, squashing
onto a couple of leaky boats headed for Australia.
With nine children they put their trust in a rusty, rickerty Asian fishing junk. The family
was one of the original “boat people” fleeing a Vietnam riven by war, and stressed by
the imposition of Communism.
On the journey, the Tran children had risked not just drowning but attack by pirates.
One day on the South China Sea, when pirates were closing in on their boat, Mr and Mrs
Tran rubbed their three children down with axle grease and dirt from the grotty junk’s
engine room, to make them repulsive.
It was a stroke of genius because pirates are known to cruelly rape boat refugees.

The pirates took everything that wasn’t bolted down, but didn’t attack the Tran parents
and their dirty greasy children.
Since arriving in Queensland, two Tran girls attended University, gained degrees and
went on to lucrative careers.
In time Darren Tran found himself a bride and organised a large wedding. The party
included just one Anglo Saxon family, the Nobles, who had been attracted to the Trans
via food and conversation.
At the wedding they ate, drank, were merry, and got included in the family
photographs, which they treasure to this day.
Rob Noble remembers: “They were so proud to have us as their Australian friends but
we were very proud to be at a Vietnamese wedding.
“To this day it is obligatory that our family visits the improved Tran eatery, Warner
Chinese Restaurant at the corner of Samsonvale Road and Northern Road, in the
Brisbane
suburb
of
Warner,”
said
Rob.
Always with an eye on the country’s skills base, Rob says his friend Darren will probably
employ lots of Australians as the years go by, which means the country’s skills base and
tax system has done quite well out of these boat people.
It was a strange coincidence that Rob’s Asian friends came out in a leaky boat and with
great cuisine, sharing their culture with the Nobles of Brendale, who manufacture one
luxury non-leaky boat per week with a staff of around 28.
Darren’s two young children are crazy about the Brisbane Broncos football team but he
feels more comfortable with badminton, which he plays every week.

D ARREN TRAN AT HIS RESTAURANT .

Every month the entire Tran family gets together for food, culture and endless chatter.
They also use the holidays of Easter, Xmas and Chinese new year as excuses for family
gatherings.
Darren has noticed that Aussies are attracted to the healthy aspect of Vietnamese
cuisine because it is often served with more salads than other Asian food and isn’t too
oily or greasy.
When they feel like grease, it is usually time for an Australian barbecue, which they love
very much, if served with salads.
Finally I asked my usual fruit cake question: “Would you ever put your parents in a
nursing home when they are too old to cope?”
Tran said that everyone in the family would take their turn at looking after their Mum
and Dad. With nine children there won’t be any shortage of carers when the time
comes.
You don’t lose your family values just because you modify your culture.
************************************

C HAPTER 20
H OW TO BE SURE YOU CAN ’ T COMMUNICATE
For his wellbeing survey in 2005, Deakin University researcher, Bob Cummins, quizzed
23,000 Australian residents in metro and rural areas, across all Australian states.
Mr Cummins is with the School of Psychology, Deakin University, Victoria.
Those with the highest income reported the lowest sense of wellbeing and surprisingly,
those with the lowest income, specifically in rural towns, reported the highest level of
wellbeing. (Can I substitute the words, relationship skills for wellbeing.)
Small town folk spoke highly of their connection with the local community and ability to
form networks and relationships, something lacking from comments made by city folk
interviewed.
This reminded me of two couples who recently discovered that they lacked
communication and network skills, although not necessarily in that order. If you are
reading this as a city dweller then the good news it you might not have to sell up and
live in the (country) rurals.
It will be far easier to learn from the experience of these folk who unknowingly
performed a social experiment on themselves.
The Spinks family did not know or have time to speak with their neighbours when they
lived at Albany Creek, Brisbane. According to the National Wellbeing Survey, they were
average city dwellers.
Soon after the Spinks children could have left home, but didn’t, parents Andrew and
Sylvia packed up and headed for Gayndah. The town has a population a bit over 2,000,
and is located on the Burnett River 366 km northwest of Brisbane.
As Brisbane disappeared into his rear view mirror, Andrew wondered how he would
cope with turning his back on 36 years of secure work with the Australian Tax Office.

Aged 52, it was a year after their youngest child had graduated from high school and
two children still lived at their home at Albany Creek, learning how to live on their own.
It’s not everyday that parents leave home before their children.
After another 18 months the last two left home so Andrew and Sylvia sold their house.
Their children aged 26, 24, 22 and 20 had been real homebodies. They’d often leave
their cars at home to save petrol and mum and dad had provided a virtual taxi service.
Sylvia had cooked for them and they always borrowed money like average kids.
Now they had to grow up fast because Mum and Dad had left home for a tree change.
From a teeming city to a sleepy town
They are pretty sure that the kids would still be living with them if they hadn’t bought an
LJ Hooker franchise at Gayndah, a sleepy town that claims to be older than Brisbane.
The children appeared to be growing in maturity. Maybe the desertion had done them
good.
Andrew said they were “making much better decisions, doing their own cooking, their
own ironing, and no one has died of hunger.”
Sylvia, a nurse, went from working at the Redcliffe Private Hospital to a position with
Blue Care at Gayndah. The bus service is non-existent but in case of emergency, you
could always call in an aircraft.
The biggest shock with this tree change is that Gayndah people make their own
entertainment.
On face value, there are some hotels, one video rental store, no cinemas and no street
coffee shops as such. (maybe one or two expresso machines)
If they craved history, the Spinks were in the right place. Mellors Drapery Store, 28
Capper Street is about the last in Australia that was using a ‘flying fox’ with money being
sent whizzing along wires to a central cash office.
The couple discovered something much older than the oldest school house in
Queensland, in continuous use since 1861.
They found community based fun and warmth, a contrast to the teeming mass of
Brisbanites who mostly ignore each other. Brisbane city folks can cram into a theatre for

world class shows, and not talk to anyone. Regularly they crowd into the Suncorp
Stadium for exciting football matches, do the mexican wave, sing the tribal songs with
the PA system and never talk to anyone, unless someone threw a beer on them during
the mexican wave, which often happens.
Back at Albany Creek, the Spinks could go to the cinema, then zip over for coffee in
Aspley, go to a sporting event at Suncorp, or the Lyric Theatre at Sth Bank, but each
resident in that teeming city was oblivious to the other attendees, and liked it to stay
that way. (In contrast, residents of New York City have an endless urge to talk to each
other, but that is another story)
At Gayndah, Andrew learnt to drawl, or at least to speak more slowly, wear an Akubra
and the hardest change, get used to doing business in every place, including the public
toilets.
H APPY THAT THEIR TREE CHANGE TAUGHT THEM ABOUT COMMUNICATION ARE A NDREW AND
S YLVIA S PINKS .

“Locals would rather talk real estate in the main street, at the pub, at a church fete, a
race meetings or the Orange Festival, held every two years.
“And we didn’t realize there was so much to do in a country town.
“Between Sylvia and myself we are in the jockey club, tennis club, chamber of
commerce and lions club. We inter-denominationally attend any church fete, school
fete, arts and crafts function, wine and cheese night with all manner of networking and
linkages,” said Andrew.

Activity is based on friendships
The activity is based on friendships and is totally people-oriented.
Country people like you to join in with them, not stand back and just gawk at the
activity.
“Back in Brisbane, everyone was in a hurry and busily ignored everyone else. But in
Gayndah you walk down the main street and it might take ten minutes to go 50 yards
because people want to talk,” said Andrew.
Friends were sure the Spinks were going crazy, traipsing to a small town at age 52, to
sell real estate, which they’d never done before.
“You can’t do high pressure selling in Gayndah because when people are good and
ready, they make up their minds.
“In Brisbane the real estate businesses have to rely on adverts and signage to pull in the
people. Gayndah has two real estate businesses and people only need to see your face,”
he said.
Andrew had been an asthma sufferer in Brisbane and the traffic drove him crazy.
Nowadays they live in Capper Street, Gayndah’s main street and drive three minutes to
the office, also in the main street.
Wife Sylvia sums it up: “After three years, we know most of the people in Gayndah,
whereas in Brisbane, it took us 16 years in Albany Creek to get to know five people in
our street.”
So if you are feeling the pressure of sophisticated city living and your children appear to
be settling in for the long haul, the Spinks solution might be the best one. Oh and they
forgot to mention the benefit of having chickens and eating free range eggs.
L EAFY JIMBOOMBA OUTSIDE B RISBANE
Living at leafy Jimboomba, you would think Denise and Alan Ealding had a dream life
with their stable jobs and fancy cars.
“We were totally in a rut,” said Denise, who had a good job with Building Services
Authority and Alan had been operating a workshop for the same company for 20 years.

“It seemed all work, work, work, with no real life. We owned our home that was full of
modern conveniences, but the everyday trip to the city drove us loony.
“Nothing was relaxing about the daily walk down one of Brisbane’s main streets to the
post office, keeping your head down because everyone ignores everyone else,” said
Denise.
Separate from the Spinks, Alan and Denise Ealding made a life-changing decision to
leave the city and buy a business at Gayndah.
The Ealdings read about the sale of a Gayndah workshop that incorporated the RACQ.
They made one phone call and two and a half years later, they are a busy part of some
of the organisations that the Spinks have joined.
Gayndah jockey club, the oldest in Queensland, was looking for a secretary and Denise
took it on, despite knowing nothing about horses, races or scratchings. Now she is able
to organize two race meetings each year in the Central Burnett town.
At first it freaked the Ealdings out that country people prefer to do business in the
street.
One day she visited someone admitted to hospital with a broken ankle and as the chap
checked his x ray, he paused to ask for his car to be booked in for a mechanical. It
seemed the next logical thing following the mechanical on his ankle.
“We’re on call 24/7 but it’s a more balanced life. There is no stress and we can work for
ourselves.
“The Lions Club or someone else will put on a function and Sylvia Spinks and I get to
wear our glitter.
“In the country everyone makes a big effort socially,” said Denise.
Friends at Jimboomba wondered if the Ealdings were losing their marbles by going bush,
but they have a better social life at sedate Gayndah.
Do they miss the bright lights of the city? No.
“And when we visit the big city, do we get picky about the traffic, smog and crime, and
rub it in a bit. Yep we sure do,” agreed Alan and Denise.

A BETTER LIFE WHERE YOU ACTUALLY HAVE TIME FOR PEOPLE : D ENISE AND A LAN E ALDING WITH
A NDREW AND S YLVIA S PINK AT THEIR NEW HOME , G AYNDAH .

*************************

C HAPTER 21
C AN ’ T TALK TO BIG SPENDING TOURISTS
Captain Cook, who claimed Australia for the British Empire, could not communicate with
the locals, and more than 200 years hence, most Anglo Saxon locals can not talk to their
tourist visitors.
Let me illustrate this quickly before someone gets offended.
If Japanese visitors could speak endlessly about the crazy Aussies they meet, instead of
boring each other with chloroform-laced videos and snapshots, we could triple our
tourist intake and its value to the economy. This promotion would create jobs for our
children and grandchildren. But alas, we notionally English folk are so prim and proper
that we are struck dumb when tourists cross our paths.
Many times I have shocked Japanese tourists by actually speaking to them uninvited in
the old fashioned talking way. We usually shared a geography lesson and I realised how
excruciatingly interesting these visitors can be.
Now here's my new idea for an Aussie promo: “Come to Australia, and hear a good
yarn.” Or “Australia, where the people are better than the souvenirs.”
There are statistics to support my bold claims.

Australia had 7.72 million visitor arrivals for the year ending April 2016.
ABS figures say the largest proportion to visit are from New Zealand, 1.3 million, next is
China, with 1.2 million, four times the figure ten years ago. Ten years ago Japanese
were tops with (23%), but we put them on buses and ignored them, taking them to
Japanese trinket shops.
Tourism is the world’s biggest industry so heaps of people want to meet heaps of
others, or do they?
Backpacker numbers are 606,000 annually, spending about $5,295 per person. Travelers
are still post arrival decision makers which means the more we engage with them, the
more they will travel and spend. Give it a try and you will see they were trying to like us.
Today backpackers account for 13% of tourism, spending $3.2 billion annually. Now here
is proof that we must appear very boring to these visitors who photograph anything on
any given day if it’s not raining too heavily. (And there is no smog blocking the scenery
like you have in China and much of Asia.)
The most popular activity participated in by backpackers in Australia in 2002 was going
shopping for pleasure (89%). Other popular activities included going to the beach (83%),
visiting national or state parks (64%), going to markets (60%) and going to pubs, clubs or
discos (57%).
But suppose that every backpacker or tourist was smitten by the friendliness of
Australians, and told about farm-stay locations, and the value of smelly cattle, chatty
Australians, trying to deliver Braham calves or even humble dung throwing.
If locals spoke to tourists, they would be ensuring future jobs for their children. We
might learn to talk for the sheer pleasure of it all. The money would roll in and we’d
discover we are not stand-offish Anglo Saxons that can't communicate.
Should we sponsor a campaign that says, “Come to sunny Australia and shop till you
drop.” No I don’t think so but that is the way we are affecting visitors. We are probably
so unfriendly that tourists end up in our shops to ease the boredom, and we should
start to admit it in schools, universities and lounge rooms.
F ROM SMILING TO TALKING

A decade ago the Japan Tourism Association of Queensland, JTAQ, started a campaign
to encourage locals to smile at Japanese tourists with 20,000 bumper stickers and many
badges.
The Gold Coast Tourism Bureau, Tourism Queensland, Surfers Paradise Management
Authority and Gold Coast City Council all supported the campaign. Japanese tourism has
dropped off but the rest of the world has discovered us.
Can we not only smile at all tourists but also take the next step of talking with one or
two syllable words and work up gradually to full sentences.
This should prevent fear from breaking out. We will develop skills that keep us sane,
save our relationships, our families, lower the suicide rate, and boost the economy. This
book goes on to thoroughly substantiate these bold claims.

Reality TV, soapies and disfunction
I would now like to draw a connection between the phenomenally popular reality TV
programs and relationship skills?
The Japanese love reality TV shows and so do Aussies but could this be a symptom of a
deeper lassitude.
Could it be that we are watching reality TV shows or soapies, or playing virtual computer
relationship games, to reassure ourselves that we have not lost our relationship skills?
We haven’t got it so we tap into imaginary relationships on the TV programs and
computers but these exist only in our imagination.
Is this the last gasps of a sad Anglo Saxon civilization.
We are lookers not doers and we are not likely to pass on something we don’t have and
can’t use and that make us afraid. Could entire civilisations be admitting, with their
addiction to reality TV, that we are duds at communication? Have we lost the talking
gene, nationally?
T ALKING FOR THE SHEER PLEASURE
Now try this for an exercise. Think of the number of times this past day and week that
you have communicated for the sheer pleasure of the art. Don’t include time taken to
elucidate procedural things like: “Will Ethel get to her softball game on time or should

my work vehicle be left at a rubbish tip while I push an empty trailer home, or why does
the TV remote control end up under the chair when I tie string around it?”
If your communication is 98% procedural, then you are in good company. Thirty years
ago surveys indicated that the average quality time spent in daily westernised
conversation with children was 11 minutes for working mothers and 13 minutes for
mums who were around more often.
You don’t want to hear the time attributed to fathers.
If 98% of our conversation is on procedural stuff then we are no better than the plants
and animals that also have that gift.
Animals plants, fish, birds, use an incredible variety of sounds, gestures, colours, flashing
lights and complex scents to communicate for procedural reasons. And good on them.
************************************

F LORENCE C OSTELLOE OF C ENTRAL Q UEENSLAND , ABDUCTED AND NOT PAID AFTER 68 YEARS .
S HE STANDS IN FRONT OF THE Q UEENSLAND P ARLIAMENT , THE TRENDY WAY TO DEPRIVE HER
PEOPLE OF WORK AND FUNDS BY USING LEGISLATION .

C HAPTER 22
B UREAUCRATS CAN ’ T TALK

If public servants and politicians didn’t talk to or listen to a selected part of their actual
public, you’d expect an occasional disaster.
Lets get closer to the point. Can you think of a time in history when these biro-toting
super-organising bureaucrats not only listened to Indigenous people but acted on what
they heard? Me neither.
In fact not communicating has been honed to such a fine art in Queensland that several
social disasters have begun to overlap each other. These super-organisers just love to
“manage” fellow humans which brings us to the stolen, non-paid Aboriginals.
I think this is how it all started:
Several esteemed public servants were sitting in an office smelling of phenyl
disinfectant, furniture polish and industrial-strength paper glue, when one probably
said: “You know George, some of these blacks could really do with a bit of our culture.”
“you are such a genius Obadiah. I totally agree that these poor devils will be completely
useless without a bit of forced European integration.”
Next thing a law was passed to “manage” indigenous children in “orphanages” while the
parents were put to work on cattle properties, contributing to the wealth of this nation.
Plenty of culture would be force-fed to the separated families.
Fast forward about sixty-five years and what is the outcome? Most of the stolen
children and adults have emotional damage and they haven’t been paid for many years
of hard work.
And this probably won’t come as a surprise……..no one talked to Indigenous people
through
any
of
this
social
engineering
Remember how I claimed that these social debacles tend to overlap each other? If you
move forward until February 2006, most Indigenous workers put into forced labour still
haven’t been paid while the next disaster is already upon us.
A NEW DISASTER BEGINS
To put it simply, the Queensland Government passed Cultural Heritage Legislation in
2003, designed to encourage talking and relationship building between developers,
industries and Indigenous traditional land claimants.
Private industries got the hint and were happily working with Indigenous folk who, not
surprisingly, became “experts” in their own cultural heritage. For the first time in the

236 years of Australian white settlement, Aboriginals could start businesses, employ
their own people, and shine in an area where they knew more than archaeologists and
anthropologists.
But it wasn’t to last because Government bureaucrats working for government
corporations, after two just years, got tired of talking to Indigenous businesses. These
very public servants then took the lead in unravelling the entire process.
Unbeknown to Aboriginals, the Queensland Government already had installed a
loophole in the legislation whereby they could “pretend” to negotiate then before the
trusting Aboriginals could say “barbecued goanna,” whack them over the head with a
big industrial stick in a kangaroo court of their own making.
The stealth and guile made it quite breathtaking. By the date of this writing, two groups
of Cultural Heritage managers, with legitimate companies, had been whacked in the
Brisbane court and others are lined up in the holding yard.
Our black brothers didn’t know what hit them.
No communication was involved. It never is when filing- cabinet-fuelled biro-totingbureaucrats work them over.
It turns out that the Land Resources Tribunal is merely a revamped Mining Wardens
Court (with bigger bathroom and carpark) and this former court, over many, many
years, did not render one decision in favour of Aboriginal groups.
Further, the Queensland Government has given the LRT exclusive rights over all Cultural
Heritage (Aboriginal) matters, a bit like giving rats oversight of the cheese factory.
Effectively Aboriginal earning capacity was reduced to one quarter of what a white
consultant can earn for the same work. A white anthropologist has to get cultural
heritage information from local Indigenous people but the sting is that this white expert
can on-sell it for four times the benchmark set for Aboriginal workers by the Govt-run
Land Resources Tribunal, kangaroo court.
Firstly however, can we try to understand what sort of humans would steal people’s
lives, as well as wages, for “their own good” because some of you might be wondering
why it happens.

This is my theory, formulated after doing a stint in the Public service. People who don’t
much like communicating end up getting management jobs in the public service, in
whatever country, because they’re addicted to efficiency and proper process.
By sticking to process, British public servants oversaw decisions that saw convicts
exported to strange and lonely lands, (first to the USA then to Australia) without a
twinge of conscience.
It worked so well with convicts that the bureaucrats tried their hand at transporting
thousands of supposedly “untidy” British pretend “orphan” children to a land of snakes
and redback spiders. It was a land where passions would belatedly turn to surfing and
sport but not before the English bureaucracy gave birth to an Australian offspring. This
new Public Service was distinguished by a similar dearth of communication skill and a
desire to “manage” people.
Today you would get a long jail sentence for what was done hundreds of times by
church-going pillars of society, folk that collected their salaries, sat on leather chairs in
offices smelling of paper glue, polished wood and phenyl, and went home at a similar
time each day to hug their own precious families and eat cabbage, corned beef, spuds or
dumplings. The smell of glue must have affected some public servant brains.
A BDUCTED FOR TAKING BISCUITS
By chance I met Marge Roger who was officially abducted from her family in Townsville
in 1966 aged around 9. A student at South Townsville Primary School, she stole a packet
of biscuits and was kidnapped and put into an orphanage on Palm Island, just off the
Queensland coast.
I am reliably informed that Marge had some white heritage and she might have been a
victim of social engineering. I say this because she knew of a couple of full-blood
Aboriginals who stole biscuits and they were not abducted for re-education. Marge
would not see or hug her family for another nine years. Today aged 47, she is yet to find
her brother Raymond because government officials changed his name. He reportedly
worked as a cook on Dunk Island but is currently off the radar. The understatement of
the year comes from Marge: “Aboriginals have deep feelings and great passion and it
really affects your soul, spirit and heart when you get abducted.”
H OUSE FULL OF RELATIVES

This is what I particularly admire about Marge, and many like-minded ethnic groups. I
dropped in one Sunday to check up on her quotes for my article and she excused herself
because it was family day and house was full of children and grandchildren. Despite the
sheer misery and hardship of being abducted as a child and teenager, she could teach us
Anglo Saxons a thing or two about family values and the purpose of an extended family.
In nearby Logan City I met Alan Dempsey, an Aboriginal from Mt Isa, who said his Gran
used to smear his Aunts with animal fat and ashes to give them a whitish, lighter
appearance to discourage Government officers from abducting them. Once a month,
out Mt Isa way, Gran told these kids to stay out hunting for a few extra days. The
boofheaded public servants used to come around the same time each month, like
clockwork, looking for untidy “at risk” kids and Mrs Dempsey’s plan meant that they
were not exposed to the public servant “protection” system.
B ACK TO E NGLISH BUREAUCRATS
No one asked Liverpool children if they wanted to be transported to Australia to take up
surfing. The English bureaucracy didn’t ask. Likewise no one asked Australian Aboriginal
children if they minded being wrenched away from their families, possibly never seeing
them again. Bad communication first arrived in Australia when Captain James Cook
placed his bureaucratic boot on this land of abundant recreational and sporting
possibilities. He had good points but communication wasn’t one of them.
Before I tell you the experience of Rockhampton grandmother, Florence Costelloe, can I
offer a little insight into the aloof bureaucratic mindset. I kid you not, it will make your
hair curl.
In 1909, Travelling Protector for northern Queensland, James Isdell, said he did not
believe that an Aboriginal mother felt the forcible removal of her child more deeply than
did a bitch (a female dog) the loss of a pup. There would be frantic, momentary grief,
but they would soon forget their offspring, he said.

A N “ ORPHANAGE ” IN A USTRALIA ’ S NORTHERN TERRITORY , LOANED A BORIGINAL CHILDREN TO A
FARMER WHO RECKONED THEY COULD PULL A PLOUGH , JUST FOR THE FUN OF IT .
................................................................

C HAPTER 23
A BDUCTED AND NOT PAID
Florence Costelloe, whom I met in Rockhampton in the mid-nineties, and her parents,
had the double whammy of being abducted and not paid. When aged four, in 1939,
Florence saw her parents stolen “for their own good” and put to work on a cattle
property. The government thus created another Aboriginal “orphan” who incidentally
hadn’t stolen anything.

The upshot of this was that as the nations prepared for World War 2, Florence, a
nervous looking Aboriginal waif, had to line up for a daily flogging at a makeshift
orphanage on Palm Island off the coast of tropical Queensland.
Her choice was “eat a plate of tripe or take a flogging.” Many chose the latter.
(tripe is made from the stomach lining of animals)
The daily offal was all the Queensland Government could spare Florence and her fellow
“orphans,” despite accumulating millions of pounds in “protected” wages and their child
endowment money being squandered by those in charge of their settlement. Her
parents were being charged for her upkeep but she was given offal to eat. The public
service was busy managing people.
This scandal involved Aboriginal parents with “useful talents” being abducted by state
governments, separated from their children and put into forced employment from 1897
until 1970.
S TOLEN BY NON - COMMUNICATORS
Countless “orphanages” sprang up on church-run Aboriginal reserves across Australia.
Parents had been stolen and put to work so an orphanage dealt with the rest of the
problem. It served the bureaucratic and government determination to “re-educate”
them in Anglo-Saxon family values.
The disgrace, in some instances, saw stolen parents being charged twice for the upkeep
of their imprisoned offspring.
Money was extracted from parents’ wages plus their child endowment was stolen by
the institution that housed their child. But the parents didn’t see those wages and most
have died without getting them up to this day.
Archival records show that this endowment, also paid to white children, was supposed
to be spent on a long list of healthy food, good clothes, books and even outdoor games.
They were being civilised.
“We never saw any of these things and would like to know where our money went,”
Florence said.

Florence remembers: “My brother Daniel was only one month old when they took Mum
away. We were kept in a dormitory surrounded by wire netting on Palm Island and given
porridge and tripe each day.
“We looked after each other and cried a lot. The porridge more often than not
contained weevils and grubs.
“For variety we were given mouldy bread mixed with molasses, usually fed to cattle,”
said Florence. (Molasses is a black treacley by-product of the sugar refining process that
is usually fed to cows rather than humans.)
Some former inmates of the orphanage claim that the dogs on the island were fed
better looking bones than were cooked up for the children.
A mug of sulphur and epsom salts, so strong it was unbearable, was regularly poured
down each child’s throat to kill any intestinal worms that were silly enough to visit.
The maggots in the bread made a lasting impression.
Many girls who infringed the bureaucrat’s rules had their heads shaved and were made
to sweep the road with a broom. When it was their time to be whacked, each had to go
out and cut a length of bamboo for their own flogging. It made the “protector’s” job
easier.
The protector’s piece de resistance (ultimate weapon) involved cutting three holes in a
hessian bag and making a child wear it as discipline.
While Florence’s stolen mum, incarcerated on a farm miles away, in outback
Queensland, cooked sumptuous meals for ringers, jackaroos and cowpokes, her children
went malnourished in their tropical, government-approved concentration camp.
She was allowed just one visit each year. Once during a stopover in Townsville,
Katherine and her children had to sleep on the bare cement floor of the local jail
because some white families did not want them as temporary neighbours.
All Aboriginals paid for the privilege of sleeping in jails. Their culinary or jackaroo
(farmhand) skills counted for little.
Florence later discovered archival letters from her distressed mother to the Queensland
Government, written to and dealt with by possibly “glue-affected” public servants.

Y OUR CHILDREN WILL BE A DISTRACTION
The letters asked: “Could the children please join me on the cattle farm?” The
landowner agreed to this but the government refused. Efficient bureaucrats felt that
children would have proved an unnecessary distraction and the parents, a bad influence
on their own children.
Some, against their parents’ wishes, were “adopted” out to white families. Others
languished in makeshift orphanages like the one on idyllic tropical Palm Island.
Florence survived on the occasional letter, hoping that her parents would return with
money and the nightmare might disappear.
When she was aged sixteen, Native Affairs did return her mother but she had no money.
They were both profoundly damaged.
“Aboriginals are not just numbers on a page. We have feelings like everyone else. I still
cry at night for the relationship I never had with my mother,” said Florence.
Even the pay of Aboriginal servicemen returning from the war was not safe from
grasping bureaucratic fingers. The State Government successfully lobbied the military
board to have it diverted into trust accounts after the army had wanted to pay them
directly.
Her Uncle Joe Tim was one of those victims.
Aboriginals were restricted to very small withdrawals. Fraud was so common among
white administrators that the Aboriginal Preservation Protection Act was gazetted in
1939 in an effort to reduce it. Many police “protectors” were found to be corrupt and
some were jailed.
By 1990, with interest, the Aboriginal Welfare Fund was worth about six million dollars.
The worth of private trust accounts has not yet been calculated but should be many
millions.
In 1966 bank deposit books were given back to some Aboriginals. Many were horrified
as they realised for the first time that their cupboard was almost bare.

$10 per year in wages
Men wept openly as it dawned on them that their 40-odd years of toil had been valued
at around $400, or $10 per year.
The Department of Family Services in Queensland belatedly offered to remunerate
anyone with a legitimate claim but in more than 25 years folk like Florence have
encountered a bureaucratic brick wall.
For almost half a century, trusting Aboriginal workers across Australia had cleared land,
tended crops, mustered cattle and given farmers a real economic boost, unaware their
wages would largely disappear into thin air.
Although her forebears died in poverty, Florence lived in the hope that some politician
or public servant will find their conscience and pay the rightful funds to children and
grandchildren of forced labourers and stolen parents.
N EVER TOO YOUNG TO DEVELOP THE THIRST TO CONVERSE
.

I T STILL HAPPENS TODAY

Back in the mid 1990’s, the Department of Family Services in Queensland belatedly
offered to remunerate anyone with a legitimate claim but most encountered public
service fudge. (fudging is a public service manoeuvre similar to duck shoving)
Florence spent her time writing to premiers, governors, ministers, public servants,
governors generals, Departments of Aboriginal and Islanders Policy, the Prime Minister
John Howard, the Attorney General, the state ombudsman and even Queen Elizabeth 2.
However no government has been prepared to spend the resources for fear the fund
might not cover all the claims, a public servant said, a few years ago.
A former Minister for Families, Youth and Community Care, said he wanted to resolve
the issues related to the welfare fund but claimants may have to go to court.
Government law people advised them not to rush into it.
M ISUSE OF WAGES BY BUREAUCRATS
Archival records show that Aboriginals paid for visits to Queensland’s free hospitals, a
regular levy for administering the trust fund, tax on their savings plus land tax despite
not owning any land, and at the time not being granted citizenship and being
disenfranchised. White Australians were taxed at a lower rate.
Despite being tight fisted towards indigenous workers, Queensland Government
invested millions in Aboriginal welfare cash with local industries.
Alleged beneficiaries included Comalco, the State Electricity Board, shire councils plus
hospitals at Toowoomba, Ipswich, Maryborough, Townsville, Mt Isa, Roma and Brisbane.
Hundreds of thousands of their dollars were also invested in beef cattle production, a
scandal considering that Aboriginal children were dying at three times the national rate
and their average life expectancy was and still is twenty years shy of most Australians.
In 1962 part of Redcliffe Hospital was built with 100,000 pounds of “invested” money,
an irony when indigenous folk were the only ones paying for their “free medical
treatment.
When Aboriginal cash was given to help Ipswich hospital, the government refused to
spend anything on Indigenous housing in the same city.

Money was used to give university scholarships to white children while those who
earned the cash, remained at the bottom of the employment and literacy ladder.
Across Australia trusting Aboriginal workers cleared land, tended crops, mustered cattle
and gave farmers a real boost, unaware their wages would largely disappear into
bureaucratic thin air.
Aboriginal children had been stolen “for their own good” but no one consulted and no
one communicated.
The same ilk of bureaucrat has had complicity in many social crimes. These bureaucrats
are a strange furry animal, bred in rarified, efficient, non-communicative households,
secluded from real people and fed on a diet of sham academia and pointless symbols.
They answer to no one, nor are they allowed the luxury of a conscience.
Hence the furry bureaucrat doesn’t have feelings, or communicate or accept
responsibility for anything, which is why it potentially could happen again and again and
again.
So that is how these “efficient” bureaucratic people came to be exported to the fourcorners of the globe.
And in early 2006, many of her friends were grieved to hear that the kindest, most
gentle person you could ever meet, Florence Costelloe, passed away while still waiting
for her parent’s wages.
Meanwhile, back in Brisbane’s LRT kangaroo court, black companies were still getting
“whacked” with a big industrial stick. No one could get away with doing it to white
companies. They were being “whacked by the same group that benefited from the
accumulated Aboriginal wages fund from the 1930’s onward. For a time I worked as a
publicist for Jagera Daran Pty Ltd, one of many forced to accept a quarter of what a any
white company could get while examining Indigenous heritage. People at Jagera are
descendants of the traditional owners of the land on which Brisbane city stands today.
Not one mainstream newspaper would print the news item about this injustice. I
appealed to the Queensland Governor Quentin Bryce, suggesting that she might have
sympathy for the world’s most disadvantaged people because she was a woman. She
referred me back to the bureaucrats who had drafted the legislation to “manage
Indigenous people” by whacking them in the courts.

It’s all in the smell of the glue you know.
S TATE OF A BORIGINAL H EALTH
Australian Bureau of Statistics 1998-2000
Aboriginal males are currently living 21 years less and females 20 years less than the
white population.
Indigenous Australians have 6 times the normal rate of diabetes and are 2.6 times more
likely to die from a cardio vascular disease.
Way back in 2002 a Queensland Government report said 9% of indigenous households
have overcrowding and Aboriginal health has steadily declined in comparison to North
American Indians and New Zealand Maori health, both of which had improved in the
same period since 1980. Lets not talk about what it is today.
************************************
I F A CHILD IS TAUGHT TO COMMUNICATE , THEY WILL HAVE THE EMOTIONAL TOOLS TO KEEP
DOING IT WHEN THEY NEED A FRIEND .

C HAPTER 24
T HE TALKING GENE AND TEENAGE SUICIDE

For a moment can I put Australia in a different light. The weather is beautiful, the
beaches are unsurpassed, the sharks aren’t eating anyone, the crocodiles and snakes
are overrated, the redback spiders are minding their own business, the economy is
booming, and countless youths just want to die.
Would the talking gene or the availability of an extended family make any difference?
Sadly the average Australian youth has more chances of committing suicide than of
being killed in a car accident in the beautiful outdoors.
In Canada for the past decade, suicide has been the second leading cause of death for
both teenage men and women.
Australia’s Department of Employment, Education and Training (Youth Bureau)
completed an extensive study into youth suicide in Australia. Some of its findings were:












For every completed suicide there are one hundred attempts.
11.7% of your Australian males and 9.7% of your Australian females have had
suicidal ideas.
Girls attempt suicides far more often than boys.
In the past it was believed that those who attempted suicide and
those who completed it were two quite different populations. Now however,
this is not believed to be the case, and that people who make a suicide attempt
have a considerably higher risk of dying eventually by their own hand than those
who have not attempted suicide.
About 40 to 50 percent of young people who have completed suicide were found
to have made at least one previous attempt.
Suicide now accounts for one in seven deaths among males aged 15 to 19 years.
In 1966, it was one in twenty.
The rate of completed suicide is five times greater in boys than girls.
In 1986 there was one adolescent suicide every 70 hours.
Such increases in adolescent suicide are also occurring in the United States and
other European and Asian countries.
Males in Australia most commonly use firearms to kill themselves.
Females mostly use poisoning.
According to the American National Institute of Mental Health, as many as 7
percent of severely depressed US youngsters take their own lives.

I will go out on a limb here and blame most of the above on bad communication
skills.
Furthermore, not keeping busy may share equal billing with not communicating.
E FFECT OF UNEMPLOYMENT
Not surprisingly, unemployment was a significant cause of psychological
disturbance in young people who were initially employed, and did not suffer
from physical or psychological ill-health. Male suicide figures and the Australian
youth unemployment rate of 20 to 24 year-olds, followed each other’s
fluctuation closely between 1966 and 1994.
Despite the contributing factors, every surviving relative says, “if only he or she
had spoken to someone about wanting to commit suicide.”
So what sort of pressure builds on children who are told by example that
happiness comes from accumulating junk and pointless symbols rather than
from talking and getting happy from relationships.
What pressure builds if no one much talks to these 15-25 year olds as they
struggle with these 21st century goals?
Could there be a need for some extension of family here? And what about a few
of those bonding and communication skills from ethnic and migrant families that
“don’t live like us.” Could it possibly make a difference in our lives?
E XTENDED FAMILIES HAVE FEWER SUICIDES
You might be surprised by this but figures and tables by the Health Services
Division of the Australian Department of Health and Aged Care, indicate that
Mediterranean and Spanish peoples have the lowest suicide rates.
Armenia is highest with 64.3 youth suicides per 100,000, Russia is on 41.7, New
Zealand 39.9 with Australia 24.6 males per 100,000. For Australian girls the
figure is 4.1. For male youths aged 14 and 15, Australia climbed from 13th to
11th highest in youth suicides.

Greece was the lowest at 2.7 males suiciding for every 100,000 olive-eating, wine
drinking and story telling Greeks. If I were Greek, I would be proud of these
figures. In total, 45 countries were examined.
Suicide death rates (per 100,000 of population) among 15 to 24 year-olds,
various countries. Source: WHO, World Health Statistics Annual, 1994, Australian
Bureau of Statistics, 1994. No reason to think it has improved by 2016.
CountryYearMalesFemales
Armenia199264.32.1
Lithuania199344.96.7
Russian
New
Kazakhstan199338.712.2
Slovenia199337.08.4
Latvia199335.09.3
Finland199333.03.2
Estonia199329.710.6
Norway199228.25.2
Switzerland199325.04.8
Canada199224.76.0
Australia199324.64.1
Belarus199324.25.2
United
States
Ireland199221.52.0
Austria199321.16.5
Hungary199319.15.5
China
Ukraine199217.25.3
Sweden199116.95.0
Poland199316.62.5
Bulgaria199315.45.6
Czech
France199214.04.3
Denmark199313.42.3
Mauritius199313.317.1
Germany199213.03.3
Uzbekistan199212.45.2

Federation199341.77.9
Zealand199239.96.2

of

America199121.93.8

(Rural)199217.436.7

Republic199214.82.8

Israel199211.72.5
Singapore199210.26.0
6Japan199310.14.4
Hong
Puerto
Netherlands19929.13.8
Columbia19918.33.0
Spain19917.12.2
Argentina19916.52.3
Italy19915.71.6
Mexico19925.71.3
China
Portugal19934.32.0
Tajikistan19933.94.9
Albania19923.42.4
Greece19922.70.6

Kong19929.76.6
Rico19929.71.6

(Urban)19925.610.6

Just suppose that we expect youths to develop good relationships because we
taught them by example. Just suppose that schools and colleges taught
conversation and relationship skills? Would that make a difference? Could it
produce relationships that “connect” with people, providing continual feedback
and reassurance that we “belong” somewhere and that we are connecting to a
family tree somewhere?
I thought I might get some agreement on that.
Y OU ARE NEVER TOO YOUNG TO INSIST ON CONVERSATION AND RELATIONSHIPS .

************************************
C HAPTER 25
C OMMUNICATION IS GOOD FOR YOUR HEALTH
Earlier in Australia’s proud Anglo Saxon heritage, some of us began looking
obliquely at migrants. The Government promoted it by devising the white
Australian policy. Backed by churches, this cultural barrier told the average
person that they didn’t have to end up like “those strange migrants.” You
couldn’t migrate unless you passed a test that resembled lassoing a rampaging
bullock while simultaneously singing Waltzing Matilda.
An academic test was devised to trip up those with a non English background.
Some Aussies were a pretty intolerant lot and we didn’t accept changes too well.
This was seen in our early treatment of Aboriginals, and Chinese folk in
Australia’s gold rush days that has been well documented.
Our forebears made comments unworthy of a fruit bat: “they (migrants) don’t
live like us, and they hang out with their ethnic groups too much.” “They should
learn to do what we do, singing Waltzing Matilda while roping a bullock.”
But this really has something to do with Anglo Saxons not being known for the
talking gene.

Lets be totally fair and say that migrants may also accumulate shiny junk
however, in their favour, they also value their relationships. On the other hand
we singing, roping, bullock-riding Anglo Saxons value shiny junk and few
relationships with relatives, if any.
As recently as the 21st Century, quite a few Australians were still rabbiting on
thus about migrants and ethnic groups: “they eat funny stuff and have values
that will change our way of life and the things we treasure forever.”
I would not have believed it but I have seen plenty of quotes.
Migrants sure don’t live like us and in some ways they live better than we do,
with more variety in food, more conversation at meal times, more reunions and
more quality relationships. Add to that, family values, the benefits of extended
family, respect for the elderly and a reluctance to plonk old folks in nursing
homes. Add that, kids that generally don’t want to kill themselves because there
is always someone prepared to talk to them. Yep, those migrants and ethnic
minorities sure don’t live like us Anglo Saxons.
Would you like a slice of that? Would you like it if you could convince your rellies
to exercise their talking genes? What about avoiding family suicide? Taking the
time for regular quality conversation is far less draining than a suicide in the
family.
A small percentage of Aussies have been privileged to learn from migrants,
overcome ignorance, intolerance, mix their drinks, cross their culture, improve
relationships and they will attest to what I am saying.
Interacting with new cultures can definitely ease boredom and depression.
M ENTORING ECCENTRICS
Now here’s the bit about valuing eccentrics. When my children were quite
young, my second daughter Katie took great interest in serenading our chickens
which could not escape because they were firmly tucked under her arm as she
walked them around the house, talking and singing. Her next sign of effective
communication and eccentricity was to regularly climb our huge mango tree and
sing and play her school recorder to the birds that parked thereon. My youngest
son Peter, around the age of three, started making up songs about anything

mundane or traumatic that happened around the house. He then invented the
word congrubulate, the first of many, and presented himself as a cartoonist,
singing and cartooning the daily lives that went on around him. To prevent
laziness I got him, aged 13, to do the cartoons for this book.
The next thing, my eldest daughter Emily started to verbally kick boys in the
shins, boys that were too pretty or conservative to initiate their own
conversations.
I was concerned for a full three seconds until I realised that everything was on
track in the gene pool. I was probably eccentric and my children had the chance
to follow in my footsteps if I taught them connectability and did not discourage
their creativity.
Why should we value kids that serenade birds in trees and chickens and those
that invent words?
If you are taking notes, this is how I encouraged creativity and spontaneity in my
children. I tried not to say things like, “don’t lean, don’t run, don’t lurch, don’t
drool, don’t laugh, don’t fiddle, don’t be silly, don’t climb, don’t fall, or don’t be
as mad as a hatter.”
V ALUE OF ECCENTRICS
American researcher, Dr Augustin de la Pena, at the San Jose Medical Centre in
California, has linked long-term boredom with ill health. He said that the human
brain functions best when it processes copious amounts of data. To starve the
brain of data (variety) and conversation is to spark a series of physiological
reactions producing stress and depression.
I would like to go further by proposing that quality and even eccentric
conversation is a way to relieve the mind of boredom.
Remember the last time someone said: “I’m depressed because my family won’t
stop talking to me or forcing me to laugh?”
Me neither.
A LIFETIME OF IRRITATING PEOPLE BY MAKING THEM TALK AND LAUGH .

So this is the spot where eccentrics can step forward and take a bow.
My theory is that real characters and eccentrics help to keep the world alive.
One of Australia’s experts on humour, Dr Jessica Milner Davis, at one time an
honorary research associate with the University of New South Wales, says that
ten minutes of hearty laughter can lower the heart rate and blood pressure for
45 minutes. Even smiling has benefits for the nervous system, hormonal levels,
muscle metabolism and respiration
Crazy people may help keep us alive if we talk to them and laugh with them. It
has been rumoured that children laugh an average of 146 times a day, but adults
struggle to laugh an average of 4 times a day.
A Harvard Medical School researcher was quoted in USA Today as saying that
billions of dollars could be saved if hypochondriacs who run up 15% of US
medical bills, were identified and treated in brief therapy groups. In other words,
would someone please talk to the hypochondriacs in their family or circle.
Quality conversation and good relationships can save squillions on medical bills.

L ACK OF CONVERSATION CAN DAMAGE THE BODY
Prominent author and health expert, Jillie Collings agrees with the
aforementioned comments by saying, “the brain is just like a computer. If it
doesn’t get enough input, it malfunctions, and as a result, damages the body.”
To feed our computer brain through eyes and ears by conversing means we
don’t sit in front of a computer for hours and hours where our imagination dies
and our communication genes get soggy and switch off.
In the London Daily Mail, Andrew Wilson quotes Alan Caruba, from the Boring
Institute in America, recommending that: “The three most important key points
are to develop the reading habit, find a new interest and involve yourself with
groups of people.”
I hereby recommend that obtuse characters be utilised and eccentrics put to
work. If you are safely crazy cultivate it, don’t hide it. You will save lives.
It is worth repeating a quote from Polish magazine
Wprost which reported a study by the Institute of Sociology at Jagiellonian
University, Krakow, Poland. “Up to 74 per cent of respondents would not do
business with gloomy people and 69 per cent could not make friends with them.
(hence no relationship prospects) Sad people were often perceived as hiding
something. Researchers found that when we smile, more blood reaches our
brain and this improves our mood,” the magazine reported.
People who tell jokes and laugh often are healthy communicators. On November
22 2005 the Courier Mail reported that humour has been found to have an effect
on the cardiovascular and respiratory systems, similar to exercise. It relaxes
muscles, helps the immune system and reduces pain and stress.
A US study found a sense of humour and laughter may prevent a heart attack.
Laughter appears to cause the tissue that forms the inner lining of blood vessels,
the endothelium, to dilate or expand in order to increase blood flow.
People with heart disease are 40 per cent less likely to react to humor, compared
to contemporaries without heart disease. Makes you think doesn’t it.
Unless individuals, education curriculums and societies teach the value of
extended family and extended conversations, we won’t have the desire or skill to
do any of this and neither will our offspring. At the end of our highly achieving
lives our jobs will be all up to date. However we will ask why we accumulated all

our pointless monuments and junk, and why crazy people with talking genes did
not stress like we did?
Finally, if we are having difficulty getting our own personal family tree to interact
with itself, why worry. We can connect with someone else’s family tree. Exercise
your talking gene, you might be surprised at the result.
************************************
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This humorous coffee table book, with cartoons, is designed to provoke
conversation and debate about why some genetic pools have found it hard to
communicate and form effective relationships…………for hundreds of years.
It takes a quirky but realistic look at why Anglo Saxons urgently need migrant
and ethnic friends to teach them the value of aunts, uncles, cousins, regular
family reunions and meals that last for two hours due to the sheer delight of
human
conversation.
It tells us simply how we can tap into our family trees with conversation and
humour and value fellow humans as a knowledge resource and a living page of
history.
The transporting of convicts and abducting of Aboriginal children is put down as
the work of, systemic, entrenched, non-communicators, bureaucrats who will
never
have
the
talking
gene.
On the lighter side, dozens of statistics, quotes and news items are used to prove

that sensible Anglo Saxons will seek out ethnic and eccentric friends, secure in
the knowledge that these are likely to outlive us stiff upper lip folk.
Read on if you would like to see oddball folk and tourists as a valuable resource
to
develop
our
talking
genes.
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(Sanderson Media's breezy writing style and great images can get your
message out to the world)

